health

condition (61.9 per cent), while only about half of those grey nomads on
had enough to last the duration
This is
regular medication
of their trip.'"
important because when grey nomads travel, they may distance themselves from
Other
at a time in their lives when they may need it most.1"
medical assistance
however,
that
do
for
they
health
take
their
nomads,
grey
state
responsibility
prior
to travelling by ensuring they have enough medication for any ailments while they
are travelling.1m
108.

An important aspect relating to health emergencies
identified by CARRS-Q,
was
believes
first
to
improve
that
their
which
aid knowledge and
grey nomads need
its
ln
87
had experienced
a major health scare
of 631 respondents
skills.
study,
than basic knowledge
while travelling and less than one third had more
of first
aid. CARRS-Q suggests that remote and regional towns could provide first aid
courses,
advise on emergency
strategies and supply health contact details for
In
these
courses
outback regions.
addition,
could be promoted through existing
RV clubs and caravan
by
including
networks
accessed
grey nomads,
and
camping

109.

shows

With the state's extensive network of health facilities, its growing health workforce
for people aged over 65 years from
and the small number of hospital admissions
interstate
in remote
the committee
areas
of Queensland,
concludes that grey
have adequate
to health services when travelling throughout
access
nomads
Queensland and their impact on health facilities is minimal.

Grey nomads

and their health

110.

for grey nomads, although it does not
are
a consideration
Four people out of 216 travelling groups interviewed
in one
a medical
travelling
study reported that they had experienced
while
emergency
(pneumonia, which required an airlift to hospital; gallbladder removal; and two
heart attacks). These four reported that they had continued
their journeys when
the health issue was resolved.162

111.

Health

Medical

emergencies
stop them travelling.

providers in remote and rural Australia identified the main issue for them
treating
travellers
the lack of health information they carried. This is
was
when
by
that
supported
evidence
showed only 9.1 per cent of respondents
carried a

No. 61, 2010, p. 1; B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1; Queensland Tourism Industry Council,
Submissíon No. 65, 2010, p. 2; Central Highlands Regional Council, Submission No. 66, 2010, p. 3;
Gladstone Area Promotion and Development Limited, Submission No. 68, 2010, p. 2; Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission
No. 71, 2010, p. 5; Campervan
Club of Australia,
and Motorhome
Submission No. 72, 2010, p.7, Mackay Tourism, Submission No. 73, 2010, p. 2; North Burnett Regional
Council, Submission No. 74, 2010, p. 2; Home Hill Chamber of Commerce, Submission No. 82, 2010, p.
3; M Pitt, Chief Executive Officer, North Burnett Regional Council, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic
Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010. p. 4.
T Tate, J Mein, H Freeman,
& G Maguire, 'Grey nomads:
Health and health preparation
of older
travellers in remote Australia', Australian Family Physician, vol. 35 no. 1/2, January/February,
2006, pp.
71-72.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'The Grey Nomad Phenomenon:
Changing the Script of Aging', The International
Journal of Aging and Human Development,
vol. 64, no. 4, 2007, p. 385.
G Rebgetz, Queensland State Representative and Past Chairman, Campervan and Motorhome Club of
Australia, Public Hearing Transcript,
Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p.

22.
162

The Centre for Accident Research & Road SafetyQueensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, pp. 5-6.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'The Grey Nomad Phenomenon:
Changing the Script of Aging', The International
Joumal of Aging and Human Development, vol. 64, no. 4, 2007, p. 389.
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health

from their GP.'"3 Health providers stated that travellers
summary
should
list, health summary letter from their GP, a list of allergies and
carry a medication
A study also highlighted the importance of grey nomads
an active problem list.'"'
health
undertaking pre-trip
checks.'"
112.

on
annual health checks and
places great importance
to
them,
as
encourages
well as ensuring they carry
grey nomads
undertake
for
have
details
their
trip,
enough medications
about any medical conditions from
Further, Queensland
Health
their local GP and a current list of medications.""
states that opportunities
exist to develop strategies that educate travellers on the
importance of these issues.

Queensland

113.

campaign run through Queensland
Health, local health centres
and with the help of GPs, has a role to play in
of pre-trip health checks, ensuring
educating
grey nomads on the importance
as well as considering
they carry enough medication and their health summaries,
first
Although
Health
is not in a position to
Queensland
a
course.
aid
undertaking
from
interstate
to
them
educate grey nomads
prior
embarking on their trip, the
to
provide information to them on
committee notes that opportunities
may exist
these issues if they visit a health facility or GP in Queensland.
The

believes

committee

committee

that

an

that

Queensignd

education

4:

Recommendation
The

Health

recommends

investigates
Health
the merits
of
health
through
local
delivered
to or already
on travelling
visiting

an
coordinating
and delivering
education
campaign
to people
intending
centres
and GPs to provide advice
Queensland on their responsibilities
remote
and regional

a) undertake a health assessment
b) ensure their medication
supplies
c)
d)

adequate

ensure
ensure

their first aid knowledge

is current

Minister

for Health

Ministerial

Responsibility:

health

are

they carry written

to:

for the duration

from their local

summaries

of their trip

GP

and adequate

Roads
Rest areas

114.

*

The provision of appropriate
roadside amenities forms one component
initiatives
that
can
of
reduce the effects of fatigue on drivers, improve

T Tate,

J Mein,

travellers

H Freeman,
Australia',

in remote

71.
S Cridland,

'"

'An analysis
increase senior visitation,
Freeman,
& G Maguire,

'"

T Tate, J Mein, H Freeman,
travellers
in remote Australia',

Australia',

Australian

of a range
the quality

& G Maguire, 'Grey nomads: Health and health preparation
Australian Family Physician, vol. 35 no. 1/2, January/February,

of older
2006, p.

planning for
of the winter movement
of grey nomads to northern Australia:
PhD Thesis, James Cook University, 2008. pp. 161, 163; T Tate, J Mein, H
'Grey nomads: Health and health preparation
in remote
of older travellers

2006, p. 71.
Famíly Physician, vol. 35 no. 1/2, January/February,
& G Maguire, "Grey nomads: Health and health preparation
Australian Family Physician, vol. 35 no. 1/2, January/February,

of older
2006, p.

70.
M Cleary, Deputy
Hearing Transcript,

*

Health,
Director-General,
Policy, Strategy and Resourcing,
Queensland
Public
Economic Development committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, pp. 44-45, 47.
B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture,
Food and Tourism,
Department
of Employment,
Economic Development and Innovation, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 40.
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These initiatives
of the driving experience,
and reduce fatigue related crashes.
"
form part of the Queensland
Road Safety Strategy.'
Rest area facilities should
also be designed to enable access
and utilisation by disabled motorists.1m

115.

Some rest

areas

managed

by local

manage

are

managed by the Queensland
The primary
governments."°

Government
purpose

while others are
is to
of rest areas

fatigue.171

116.

fatigue related incidents in two ways. Firstly,
between driving has been shown to reduce driver fatigue,
stopping
impact on single vehicle
incidents.
with a subsequent
and fatigue related
Secondly,
by providing facilities
for travellers
to stop clear of traffic, crashes
involving
be minimised.22
Rest areas
can
collisions
with stopped
vehicles
to
travellers
have
break,
an
a
as well as
provide
stretch and
with
opportunity
check their vehicle.73

117.

Submitters to the inquiry supported the need for more rest areas."'
As shown in
Figure 3, marked rest areas
for
are the most common
place
making stops while
travelling.26

118.

While motorist

Roadside

lea

""
170

ri

172
173

*

*
17e

"
"

can

reduce

to promote local tourism services,
rest areas
provide opportunities
intended
to
an
not
provide
network of camping facilities in
alternatve
Clueensland."
Some rest areas
DTMR
by
for any
are
controlled
unavailable
overnight
stops while others allow a 20-hour
stop. In the 20-hour rest area
facilities, it is possible for travellers to stay for one night. DTMR has a policy that
states it is not possible to stay overnight in a rest area
within 25 kilometres of a
town that has a commercial
caravan
park or camping facility.177 The enforcement
of stopping limits at rest areas can be problematic."

they

119.

rest areas
and resting

are

Ín addition to rest
the road shoulder,

areas,

where

stopping
shoulder

places are available as a place to pull over on
width permits, to enable drivers to undertake

Queensland
Queensland

Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
QUGODSiand Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 11, 18, B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture, Food and Tourism, Department of Employment,
Economic
Development
and Innovation,
Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 40.
B Ollason, General Manager, Road Safety and System Management Division, Department
of Transport
and Main Roads, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August
2010, p. 42.
OUeensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
8 OllâSon, General Manager, Road Safety and System Management Division, Department of Transport
Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August
and Main Roads, Public Hearing Transcript,
2010, p. 42.
I Miller, Submission
No. 18, 2010, p. 1; D Lyell, Submission
No. 25, 2010, p. 1; R Robertson,
Submissíon No. 26, 2010, p. 1; T Covill, Submission
No. 28, 2010, p. 1; J Stroud, Submission
No. 33,
2010, p. 1; K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1; C Roberts,
Submission
No. 49, 2010, p. 1;
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 6.
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety
Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 8.
B Ollason, General Manager, Road Safety and System Management Division, Department of Transport
and Main Roads, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane. 20 August
2010, p. 42; Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
B Ollason, General Manager. Road Safety and System Management Division, Department
of Transport
and Main Roads, Public Hearing Transcript,
Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August
2010, p. 42.
B Ollason, General Manager, Road Safety and System Management Division, Department
of Transpod
and Main Roads, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August
2010, p. 42.
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short stops for a variety of functions, such as checking loads or attending to a
breakdown.
They generally serve
the purpose of providing a relatively
vehicle
needs at a safe distance from through
safe location for immediate
stopping
traffic.
3: Use of various

Figure

80
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for road

-------

-

Source
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breaks

-

·-·-

-

Side of Road

120.

locations

-

Service Station

Centre for Accident Research

Townships

--?

-----

Parks

Marked Rest Areas

and Road Safety - Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 8.

is permitted
at a number
under legislation.
of DTMR rest areas
it
is
where
may adversely
affect an
camping
expressly
prohibited
For
example, a rest area may
amenity's ability to achieve its primary purpose.
become so congested with campers
that there is inadequate
space for drivers
is prohibited at all
want to rest along their journey. Camping
who genuinely
to allow camping to safely occur
stopping places, as they are not configured

Camping

However,

there.'"°
121.

The upgrading

of

major routes

is

an

opportunity

to incorporate

more

rest stops
the locations

'

When deciding where to place new rest areas
and stopping places,
fatigue
'black
issues
road
of
spots'
and other
safety
receive
primary
It
is
to
for
financial
reasons
at
consideration.
not possible
upgrade all road areas
therefore, DTMR uses a staged approach. Priority is likely to be given to
once,
major routes in Queensland, such as the key strategic tourism routes. The
2010-11 program targets the following six touring routes in Queensland:
?
?
?
?

179

'"

181

Great Tropic Drive from Cooktown to Townsville
Way from St George to the South Australian
Great Inland Way from Charters Towers to Dirranbandi
to Barcaldine
Capricorn Highway from Rockhampton

The Adventure

border

OUGODSland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
B Stone, Submission No. 39, 2010, p. 1.
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?

?

Leichhardt Highway from Theodore to Goondiwindi
Warrego Highway from Dalby to Charleville.182

122.

governments,
and businesses
may also wish to provide
civic organisations
and maintain rest areas in order to encourage motorists to stop in their local area,
local
businesses
the town's
use
Local tourism
attractions.1"
and attend
information
boards
to provide
tourist
can
areas
authorities
also place
at rest
'
However,
information
the
by local
the
about
provision
of rest areas
region.'
involve
for
them given that they bear the
a significant
cost
governments
may
including cleaning the facilities, gardening and
costs of maintaining
rest areas,
landscaping.'

123.

Other

Local

such as heavy vehicle drivers, may also be affected by the use
by grey nomads. Some rest areas
full with grey
may become
nomads towards the end of the afternoon, limiting the ability of other road users
to stop.186

of rest

124.

road

users,

areas

Submissions
access

a

to the inquiry indicate that grey nomads would prefer to be able to
including dump points,1a
at rest areas'"'
of facilities
good

range

lighting,'"
potable water,'"°
and shaded picnic areas,1e
rubbish bins,'"' toilets"
They should be located away from the road'"
have
and
adequate entry and exit
Additionally,
access
points.'"
grey nomads would prefer to be able to use rest
legally for up to two nights.196
areas
125.

182

The committee
the primary purpose of rest areas
is to improve
acknowledges
for
to
users
an
road safety
and not
all road
provide
alternative
camping site
The committee
the
and other travellers.
network for grey nomads
supports
20-hour
in appropriate
The
current
policy of allowing
stopovers
rest areas.
the establishment
areas
as
committee
supports
of rest
and upgrading
appropriate.

QUBODSland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 15.
Government, Submíssíon No. 87, 2010, p. 18.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 14.
P Woodhouse,
Mayor, McKinlay
Shire Council,
Public Hearing Transcript, Economic
Development
Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 6; Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 11.
P Woodhouse,
Mayor, McKinlay Shire Council, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic
Development
Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 6.
J Stroud, Submission No. 33, 2010, p. 1; 8 & E Steer, Submission No. 70, 2010, p. 2.
B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p.1; D Hare, Submissíon No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
D Hare, Submission No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
B Leslie, Submíssion No. 63, 2010, p. 1; D Hare, Submission
No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1; Vialink, Submission No. 67, 2010, p. 1; Central Highlands
Regional Council, Submission No. 66, 2010, p. 2.
D Lyell, Submission No. 25, 2010, p.1; B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1; Vialink, Submission
No. 67, 2010, p. 1.
Vialink, Submission No. 67, 2010, p.1.
A Schimmel, Submission
No. 23, 2010, p. 1; N Roberts,
Submission No. 41, 2010, p. 1; D Hare,
Submission No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
L Gilbert, Submission No. 40, 2010, p. 1.
Dakin, Submission No. 5, 2010, p. 1; L Hoffman,
Submission No. 12, 2010, p. 1; J Williams,
Submission No. 17, 2010, p. 1; I Miller, Submission No. 18, 2010, p. 1; L Smith, Submission
No. 19,
2010, p. 1.
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Parking
126.

Given

that many grey nomads drive or tow long vehicles, parking issues are a
Some
key area of concern
for grey nomads in both small towns and rest areas.197
grey nomads will not stop in an area if they are unable to find parking.

127.

Ideally, this parking would be located near facilities in towns, such as restaurants,
Some submitters
to the
hotels, supermarkets
and hospitals.1"
shopping centres,
the need for shaded parking2°° and ensuring
that the
inquiry also indicated
was

parking

signed.m1

there may be some concerns
with provid¡ng parking designed for long
in town areas.
For instance, sometimes
providing this type of parking in
is not feasible or may be prohibitive.2°2 There may also be
busy centres
or near
from residents regarding these parking spaces that local government
concerns
balance
must
when making a decision about whether to offer this facility.2°3

128.

However,

vehicles

for long vehicles
is an
the provision
of parking
considers
in
in the decision
to
or
a
a
rural
regional
stop
of
grey nomad
balance
it acknowledges
to
that local governments
need
many
in their areas.
factors when deciding
how to best allocate
parking space
Therefore,
while the committee
supports the provision of parking spaces for long

129.

The

committee

factor
important
town. However,

it believes

vehicles,

that decisions

by the local governments

regarding

that control

these parking

the town

spaces

are

best made

area.

Road crashes

130.

Grey nomads spend a significant amount of time driving on the roads. However,
only a small proportion of grey nomads reported being involved in a crash while
a road crash
travelling. Six per cent of participants in one study had experienced
kind.
There
these
were
no
as
a
some
crashes,
injuries reported
result of
of
although there was some damage to property.2°*

131.

Other

animals
damage
reported

passed

197

safety issues included 17 per cent of participants
reported hitting
kangaroos,
birds
as
emus,
cows
such
property
and
with resulting
ranging from mild to needing to be towed. Eight per cent of the sample
difficulties with road trains, including both difficulties passing and being
and also having stones sprayed by road trains when they moved off-road.

road

CODÍFOYOrAccident Research and Road Safety - Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 8.
Submission No. 3, 2010, p. 1.
M Harvey, Submissíon No. 1, 2010, p. 1; J Maddams,
Submission
No. 6, 2010, p. 1; N Turner,
Submission No. 55, 2010, p. 1; B Walker, Submission No. 61, 2010, p. 1; B Leslie, Submission No. 63,
2010, p. 1; Queensland Tourism Industry Council, Submission No. 65, 2010, p. 2; Central Highlands
Regional Council, Submission No. 66, 2010, p. 2; Gladstone Area Promotion and Development Limited,
Submission No. 68, 2010, p. 2; Mackay Tourism, Submission No. 73, 2010, p. 2; Home Hill Chamber of
Commerce,
Submission No. 82, 2010, p. 4; Dalby Visitor Information Centre, Submission No. 85, 2010,
No. 31, 2010, p.
Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 2, M Bridges, Submíssion
p. 2; Queensland Government,
K Court,

19e

200
201

202
203
204

1.
McKinley

Shire Council, Submission No. 42, 2010, p. 1,
K Court, Submission
No. 3, 2010, p. 1; J Maddams, Submission No. 6, 2010, p. 1; D Lyell, Submission
No. 25, 2010, p. 1,
Redland City Council, Submission
No. 76, 2010, p. 1.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 2.
P Obst, N Brayley & M King, Grey nomads: Road safety impacts and tisk management,
Road Safety
Research, Policing and Education Conference, Adelaide, November 2008, p. 643.
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Thirty per cent
kind.2°6

had experienced

flooding

or

severe

weather

conditions

of some

132.

75 per cent of participants
stated that they had a strong
issues.2
Over half of the participants felt that they
understanding
of road safety
had a high level of confidence
to deal with road safety incidents.2°'

133.

Grey nomads reported needing more
knowledge and
travel in outback regions, particularly in relation to:

However,

almost

?

road train

?

safe travel times
native animals
key road safety incidents

?
?

understanding

relating

to

areas

(such

as

flat tyres,

shattered

windscreens,

parking

problems).2°6
134.

Caravan
135.

The

notes that the current
committee
evidence
for
crashes
grey nomads. However, it believes
research in this area.

and camping

suggests that there
that there is a need

are

limited

for further

accommodation

Caravan

In a review into
parks play an important role in grey nomad tourism.
it was found that of the
using caravan
accommodation,
and camping
domestic visitors that used caravan
in 2003-04,
or camping
sites in Australia
those over 55 years accounted
for 35 per cent of the nights and stayed for an
average of eight nights, more than double that of visitors under 55.2°" A study of
the caravan
industry in Western Australia found that grey nomads represented 40
on a
per cent of caravanners
who stayed at caravan
parks for accommodation
road trip.2'°

travellers

136.

Caravan

parks and camping grounds form an important part of Queensland's
infrastructure.
In 2009, 8.2 million domestic
visitors in Australia spent a
It is expected
or camping
that demand for
night in caravan
accommodation.2"
increase
baby boomer
the
as
camping
and caravan
accommodation
will
generation continues to retire.212

tourism

137.

20s

2os

207

"

210

211

212
2"

Queensland has around 600 caravan
park sites.2" Although there has been an
increase
in the demand for caravan
the overall
and camping accommodation,
has
been
declining,
a
number of commercial and caravan
reduction
parks
with
of

P Obst, N Brayley & M King, Grey nomads: Road safety impacts and risk management,
Road Safety
Research, Policing and Education Conference, Adelaide, November2008,
p. 644.
P Obst, N Brayley & M King, Grey nomads: Road safety impacts and risk management,
Road Safety
Research, Policing and Education Conference,
Adelaide, November 2008, p. 642.
P Obst, N Brayley & M King, Grey nomads: Road safety impacts and
Road Safety
risk management,
Research, Policing and Education Conference, Adelaide, November 2008, p. 642.
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety
Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 7.
- Queensland,
C Ipalawatte, P Carter, L Heaney & M Lubulwa, 'A profile of travellers who used caravan
or camping
in Australia in 2003/04', Niche Market Report, 6, Tourism Research Australia, 2005, pp.
accommodation
15, 18.
TOUriSm Australia and Tourism Western Australia, Understanding
the Caravan Park industry in WA,
Research Report, May 2007, p. 2.
Tourism Research
Australia,
Snapshots
2009, Caravan and campíng ín Australia,
August
2010,
retrieved 23 November 2010 from www.ret.cov.au,
p. 2.
OUGODSland Government, Submíssion No. 87, 2010, p. 6.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 6.
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93

lt
parks in Australia between 2005 and 2009.2"
the
over
parks have closed in Queensland
large majority of these closures have occurred
in coastal
have
Tourism is aware
that
caravan
closed in the
of six
parks
caravan

that 50

138.

caravan

Caravanning
Queensland
for
cater
present demand
to the decline

in

caravan

to cater for the expected

closure

of

caravan

parks

has been estimated
last 10 years.21s A
Mackay
regions.2'"
region.27

and QTIC indicated that the caravan
park industry can
for grey nomads, but noted to the committee that due
parks, Queensland would need more parks in the future
increase in grey nomads.218 Research suggests that the
has the

potential

to alter

the travel

patterns

of grey

nomads.219

139.

Evidence
a

growth

by the CMCA indicated
provided to the committee
by RV travellers due to
in the use of rest areas

has been

that there
a

decline

in

caravan

in casual space within caravan
a decline
park numbers,
parks, limited growth in
in
RV vehicles.22°
the
areas,
rest
available
and growth
number of self-contained

Where do grey nomads
140.

The

National

stay?

Visitor

Survey

visitors who stay at
statistics on domestic
or
camping,
cabins), or non-commercial
land or
by
the
the
crown
(caravan and camping
side of
road, private property,
4
indication
Figure
type
an
caravan
national park).
provides
of what
of
and
2007 and
was
visitors between
camping accommodation
utilised by domestic
commercial

sites

collects

(caravan parks,

2009.

141.

by visitors
greatest number of visitor nights (33 per cent) was contributed
followed
by
in
those staying
travelling with a caravan
a caravan
park,
and staying
in a cabin (20 per cent). Other visitor nights were spread over a range of noncommercial
sites, although these numbers remained flat or decreased.

142.

A common

The

two types of
theme in a number of submissions
was that there were
caravan
grey nomads: those who prefer commercial
parks (with full amenities)
both types of
and those who prefer to camp (with limited facilities).22' However,
travellers
time during their
at some
would use the other type of accommodation

trip.
143.

Research studies also indicate that this is the case.222
Research
conducted by
the CMCA on rest areas
indicated that on average campervan and motorhome
for every night spent in a caravan
travellers
spend 2.15 nights in rest areas

Tourism

Research Australia,
Snapshots 2009. Caravan and Camping in Australia
24 November 2010 from www.tra.gov.au,
p. 2
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 16.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 6.
Mackay Tourism, Submission No. 73, 2010, p. 1

2009, August 2009,

retrieved

217

219

22

222

Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 17; Queensland Tourism and Industry Council,
Submission No. 65, 2010, p. 3.
S Cridland, 'An analysis of the winter movement
of grey nomads to northem Australia: planning for the
increase senior visitation', PhD Thesis, James Cook University, 2008, p. 330,
Campervan
Balfour Consulting, Rest and Area
and Motorhome Club of Australia, Additionalinformation,
Research, 2010, p. 2.
Campervan
Regional
No. 72, 2010, p. 6; Blackall-Tambo
and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission
Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p.7; P Elbourne. Submission No. 15, 2010, p. 1.
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increase senior visitation', PhD Thesis, James Cook University, 2008, p. 166.
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A CARRS-Q survey of RV travellers indicated that around 66 per cent of
park
participants spent more than 50 per cent of nights in caravan
parks, whilst around
34 per cent spent less than half of their stay at caravan
parks.224 This suggests
that the availability of both types of accommodation
infrastructure
is important for
grey nomads.
Figure

4:
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Commercial
144.

Australia,
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parks and camping

caravan
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Snapshots

in Australia

2009, August

2009, p. 2.

grounds

important

for the caravan
and camping industry.226 In 2006,
45 and 64 represented
36 per cent of the Queensland
16 per
and camping market, and visitors over 65 represented

are

between

caravan

cent.226

145.

Caravan

including cabins, on-site
parks offer a wide range of accommodation,
for
caravans,
powered and unpowered
sites
motorhomes
and tents.22'
As grey nomads travel with their own accommodation,
the sites most typically
are the powered
used within caravan
parks by these travellers
and unpowered
sites.22"
caravans,

146.

223

A number
unpowered

of submissions
sites and an

in powered and
that due to the reduction
in cabins,
grey nomads may find it hard

suggested
increase

Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia,
Additional information, Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
Research, 2010, p. 12.
Centre for Accident Research & Road Safety
Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 8.
- Queensland,
Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 3.
TOurism Queensland, Caravan Parks and Commercial Camping Industry, December 2006, retrieved 23

224
225
226

227

228

November. from goom.au,
p. 2.
TOUriSm Queensland, Caravan Parks and Commercial Camping Industry, December 2006, retrieved 23
November from www.tq.com.au,
p. 1.
Tourism Australiand Tourism Western Australia, Understandíng
the Caravan Park Industry in WA,
Research Report, May 2007, p. 2.
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Between 2005 and 2009
park accommodation.22
there has been a reduction of 14,000 powered and unpowered sites available for
RV vehicles
in Australia,
and an increase of 4,000 cabins.23° Grey nomads also
facilities, such as power,
stay at parks during their trip around Australia to access
dump points, potable water,
Caravan
and washing
machines.23'
parks also

sometimes

provide

to

access

a secure

caravan

place to park RVs overnight.232

147.

The

148.

believes
Despite
in capacity,
the caravan
industry
that it can
a decrease
Low average occupancy
rates indicate that
adequately cater for all RV travellers.
the existing and
significant capacity exists within caravan
parks to accommodate
Caravanning
indicated
demand.2"
Queensland
that
the average
anticipated
44
annual occupancy rate was
per cent.23'

149.

In the peak winter

however, shortages of sites may occur
season,
within caravan
A
that
times
they
were
at
parks.2"
number of submitters noted
unable to access
Australia
Research
in
Western
in
times.2"
caravan
park accommodation
peak
indicated around 40 per cent of visitors were unable to secure
a caravan
site due
in the peak season
from May to
to the caravan
parks being full, especially
September.2

150.

Significant variation exists in caravan
parks regarding the services, facilities and
type of accommodation
(the
parks are either destinational
offered. Generally
region or park has a feature that attracts visitors) or transit (used as a stop enroute by long distance
travellers).241 A study of grey nomads in Western

229

23°

231

232

234

235

237

*

240

241

increasing demand for sites may mean that caravan
and camping grounds
have to make changes
to the type of accommodation
offered in parks."3
however,
the
that a
to
Caravanning
Queensland,
committee
provided evidence
for
park operators had tried to provide space
cheap camping
number of caravan
for RVs; however, there was a low take-up rate, even
at rates as low as $5 a
caravan
rates for
night.23 The CMCA also encourages
parks to offer reduced
travellers.2"
self-sufficient

Campervan
and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 6; F Hamer, Submissíon No.
57, 2010, p. 13; W Dakin, Submission
No. 3, 2010, p. 1.
Tourism Research Australia,
Snapshots 2009, Caravan and Camping in Australia 2009, August 2009,
2.
retrieved 24 November 2010 from w
, p.
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and Motorhome Club of Australia, Additional loformation, Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
Research, 2010, p. 15.
D Hare, Submission No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
J Breen, S Bergin-Seers, L Roberts, E Frew & J Carlsen, Innovation and change management for small
and medium enterprises in the tourists park sector, CRC for Sustainable Tourism, 2006, p. 3.
08tBVSAning QUGODSland, Submission No. 37, 2010, pp. 12, 27; T Benson, Government
Liaison Officer,
Caravanning
Queensland, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20
August 2010, p. 11.
Campervan and Motorhame Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 7.
Caravan & Camping Industry Association NSW, Submission No. 77, 2010, p. 2.
08FBVanOÌDg QUGODSland,Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 12.
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Club of
Queensland,
Submission
No. 37, 2010, p. 11; Campervan
and Motorhome
Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 6; D Lyell, Submissíon No. 25, 2010, p. 1.
M Harvey,
Submission
No. 1, 2010, p. 1, P Elbourne, Submission
No. 15, 2010, p. 1; S Lyell,
Submission No. 25, 2010, p. 1; N Roberts, Submission No. 41, 2010, p. 1; A & M Fapani, Submission
No. 83, 2010, p. 1.
TOurism Australia
the Caravan Park Industry in WA,
and Tourism Western Australia, Understanding
Research Report, May 2007, p. 14.
J Breen, S Bergin-Seers, L Roberts, E Frew & J Carlsen, lanovation and change management
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Tourism, 2006, p. 3.
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Australian

they stayed in parks
parks indicated that the main reasons
to be part of the travelling 'experience'
were
and their affordability,
which meant
they could enjoy a longer holiday than if staying in other, more
expensive
Caravanning
Queensland
indicated
caravan
accommodation.2'2
parks were
important for seasonal grey nomads, many of whom had permanent bookings at
member parks in Queensland.243
caravan

Non-commercialaccommodation

151.

Grey nomads
also utilise non-commercial
accommodation
markets, including
bush camping, free camps, rest areas
These
facilities are
and national parks.244
free
have
low
limited public facilities. Typically, time
or at
often prov¡ded
cost and
limits are also imposed on the length of stay, which is usually a maximum
of
48 hours. However, some travellers
have been known to spend weeks in the one
campsite.245

152.

The location

or
of these sites usually becomes known through word of mouth2'
specialised publications such as Camps Australia Wide, which lists over
3,500 free and low cost campsites in Australia.2"

through
153.

It is difficult

to obtain statistics
on the number
of domestic visitors staying in this
form of accommodation,
level. The National Visitor
especially
at a regional
Survey
for the year ended 30 June 2010 indicated
that seven
per cent of
in
to
Queensland
a
caravan
or
visitors
overnight
stayed
park
commercial
or camped
on private
camping ground, and four per cent stayed in a caravan
property.248 CARRS-Q identified, as part of their study, that RV travellers staying
in rest areas
A study of
comprised
around 20 per cent of participants.2'
in Western Australia indicated that 10 per cent of grey nomads like
caravanners
to free camp,
being the most
with bush camping
rest areas
and roadside
common

camped
154.

242

243
***
245

246

247
246

260

251

types of freecamping.
in town.26°

Only four per cent

of travellers

in this study had

Grey
in motorhomes
to
favour
travelling
tend
nomads
camping
style
due
to
over
their
caravan
accommodation
commercial
parks
vehicles being their
Vehicles that are self-contained
tend to
mode of transport and accommodation.26'

Tourism Australia and Tourism Western Australia,
Understanding
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Research Report, May 2007, p. 39.
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-Queensland, Subraission No. 93, 2010, p. 8.
P Woodhouse,
Mayor, McKinlay Shire Council, Public Hearing Transcrípt, Economic
Development
Committee, Brisbane,
20 August 2010, p. 5; Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submíssíon No. 71,
2010, p. 3,
Caravan and Motorhome
Club of Australia,
Additional
Information,
Rest Area
Balfour Consulting,
Research, 2010, p. 4.
F Hamer, Submission
No. 57, 2010, p. 23.
TOUCÍSm ROSearch Australia,
Travel by Australians - June 2010 quarterly results of the national visitor
survey, 2010, p. 18.
P Obst, N Brayley & M King, 'Grey Nomads:
Road Safety Impacts and Risk Management',
paper
to the 2008 Australasian
Road Safety Research,
Policing and Education Conference,
presented
Adelaide
November 2008, p. 8,
,10-12
TOurism Australia and Tourism Western Australia, Understanding
the Caravan Park Industry in VVA,
Research Report, May 2007, pp. 60-61.
S Cridiand, 'An analysis of the winter movement
of grey nomads to northern Australia: planning for
increase senior visitation, PhD Thesis, James Cook University, 2008, p. 344, G Anderson,
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Economic
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than
spend more
nights in rest areas
nomads who are on extended trips or
may also favour freecamping.263

those
are

Grey
without
self-containment.262
a permanent
nomadic lifestyle

living

155.

A key consideration
for grey nomads seeking out free camps was to reduce
indicated that grey nomads cannot
travel costs.26' A number of submissions
to
in
caravan
parks every night and without free camps they would not
afford
stay
be able to afford to travel or spend money on tourist attractions.266 Grey nomads
due to there being no alternative
may also use free camps for convenience:
commercial
accommodation
available in the area;266 or the distance between
towns being too great.26'

156.

A number

157.

Staying in bush camps was also perceived by many to be part of the grey nomad
travel experience,
with a number of submitters
noting that they preferred the
freedom of camping in rural settings.2 ° A submission
by one council noted that
in
different
are
a
experience from staying in a
grey nomads
motorhomes
seeking
'river
by camping on the river
caravan
park and are achieving this
experience'
'
bank.2

158.

In addition

the view that due to the self-contained
of submissions
expressed
they did not need the facilities provided by a caravan
nature of their motorhomes
park (children's playgrounds,
swimming pools, camp kitchen) and therefore were
for
In addition, a number of submissions
to
them."
unwilling
pay
noted that
their
caravan
or
parks could not accommodate
rigs
pets.26

In Western

252

253

254

255

258

259

260

to free camps, grey nomads may also choose to say at national parks.
Australia,
45 per cent of grey nomads in caravan
parks had stayed at

and Motorhome Club of Australia, Additional information, Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
Research, 2010, p. 3.
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No. 29, 2010, p. 1; Etheridge Shire Council,
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22, 2010, p. 1; Auswide Motorhome
Club Inc, Submission
No. 44, p. 1; N Turner,
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No 24, 2010, p. 1; N Roberts, Submission
No.41, 2010, p. 1; K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1.
K Court, Submission
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national parks.262 A number
of submissions
noted that national
becoming more expensive,263 and difficult to book whilst travelling.26
159.

parks

were

Some towns expressed concerns
regarding free camping. The Bundaberg Shire
Council
indicated
it had issues
including
to free
the
relating
camping,
disposal,
facilities,
toilet
of sewerage and waste
management
risk management,
public safety, fire control and safety, and the commercial
viability of existing
caravan

parks.2

Use of showgrounds

160.

that some
grey nomads prefer to camp, and to encourage
grey
nomads in self-contained
vehicles to stop in their towns and spend money, some
local governments
have opened up their showgrounds."
In addition, a number
that they had RV friendly towns in
of local councils indicated to the committee
their region.2 2

161.

The increasing

In recognition

tensions between free
use of free camps has created competitive
the
This
is because
and
at times
commercial
camping
park operators.2
less
than
the
were
council approved showgrounds
commercial
operator,
charging
albeit for facilities that were less extensive than a caravan
park.
sites

162.

Caravanning
Queensland expressed concerns
regarding local governments
not
by
law
in
as
abiding
requirements
under state
relation to their responsibilities
trustees
In
Caravanning
Queensland
was
of reserves.269
concerned
particular,
that local governments
were
operating 'unregistered and unlicensed' caravan
and
caravan
camping grounds in direct competition with commercial
parks that were
local council.22° In addition, Caravanning
by the same
Queensland
regulated
by
land
local
use
reserve
some
noted that the inappropriate
councits
of
and the
lack of enforcement
'illegal
directly
impacting
licensed
were
on
of
practices'
caravan
and camping parks.2"

163.

Caravanning
independent
caravan

allow

Queensland

has an independent
camping
policy that supports
if
it
is
detriment
to
the
not
camping
commercial
of established
and tourist parks.222 This policy also expects that local authorities
not
pricing schemes or bus¡ness practices that could undermine the viability of

Tourism
263

264

265
266

267

"
*
270
271

Australia
Understanding
the Caravan Park industry in WA,
and Tourism Western Australia,
Research Report, May 2007, p. 60.
8 POWell, Submission No. 16, 2010, p. 1; W Dakin, Submission
No. 5, 2010, p. 1; L Smith, Submission
No. 19, 2010, p. 1.
K Everton,
Submission
No. 48, 2010 p. 1; P Wright, Submission
No. 56, 2010, p. 1, F Hamer,
Submission No. 57, 2010, p.23.
Bundaberg Regional Council, Submission No. 47, 2010, p. 4.

QUeensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 16.
Central Highlands Regional Council, Submission
No. 66, 2010, p. 3; Ipswich City Council, Submission
No. 90, 2010, p. 3.
Queensland Govemment, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 16; Caravanning Queensland. Submission No.
37, 2010, p. 6.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 6.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 6.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 7.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, Attachment
CPAQ Policy - Independent Camping/Rest
Use of Community
areas.
for RV parking, 2010, p. 3.
and Govemmentfacilities
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caravan

commercial

which each local government

parks,

regulates

within its own

jurisdiction.2'3
the need for free camping in
also indicated that it did not
certain circumstances,
in towns with an existing caravan
support the use of showground accommodation
that it would impact on their commercial viability.274 Under
park due to concerns
Queensland
the Caravanning
overflow
park and
policy, if both a caravan
is
then
the
use
additional
of showgrounds
conditional upon the
showground
exist
implement overflow
local authority entering into agreement
local
to
with
parks

164.

Although

Caravanning

Queensland
acknowledges
Caravanning
Queensland

policy.22
that it did not support free camping
in
caravan
and would prefer grey nomads
parks due to
commercial
local
The
concerns
over the commercial
committee
notes
operators.27
viability of
that Bundaberg Regional Council operates four caravan
parks within its region.27

165.

The Bundaberg

Regional

Council

indicated

to stay

Caravan
166.

and camping
The Queensland

the need for a balance between not
acknowledges
travellers
commercial
undermining
park operators and accommodating
who may
wish to enjoy the freedom of staying at roadside rest stops and other noncommercial

167.

trust land

on

The

Government

sites.27

Government
that councils are an important
acknowledges
In 2007, the Queensland
areas.27
and overflow
campgrounds
to the Land Act 1994 to make provision for local
made amendments
The
Reserves
for Recreation.
to offer
on
governments
wanting
camping
to
land,
for
local
trustees
use
as
reserve
amendments
allowed
governments,
of
local
This
the land for a secondary
that
meant
use.2"°
governments
could offer
park or the existing
camping with limited facilities if there was no local caravan
caravan
park did not have the capacity to meet the needs of the customers.26
Camping is limited to three nights or seven
nights if it does not affect the local
licensed caravan
or tourist park operator.262

Queensland

of
provider
Government

213

274

275

27e

27/

278

Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, Attachment
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Use of Community and Government facilities for RV parking, 2010, p. 2.
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from
2011
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Parks,
4 January
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Regional
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Holiday
retrieved
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QUOODSlandGovernment,

Subrnission No. 87, 2010, p. 21.
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Department
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and Resource
of Environment
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Committee,
Public Hearing
Transcript, Economic
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280
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*

2010, p. 41.
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Committee,
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168.

In order to provide showgrounds
for camping, the council must obtain ministerial
its
for
that
use
approval
camping does not diminish the purpose for which the
land was dedicated
or adversely
affect any business in the area surrounding the
3
The use of reserves
is subject to the council submitting
trust land.2
a land
by the Minister for Natural Resources,
plan, which is authorised
management
Mines and Energy and Minister for Trade.2 * The local government
is required to

undertake
community

a

community
consultation
process to gain an understanding
of the
how
introduction
the
businesses
in
and
of the plan will affect

issues

the area.26

169.

to competitive
the Queensland Government
noted
neutrality concerns,
Act
1994
Land
did
that the
not require competitive
neutrality. This is because the
is to manage the land on behalf of the state to benefit the whole
role of trustees
Instead of applying a competitive neutrality test, the minister looks
community.2"
the council is putting in place and how those
at the type of arrangements
The Queensland
are
by
arrangements
provided
commercial
operators.26'
Government
the
that
to supplement
noted
was
secondary use of showgrounds
facilities
to
rather than
existing
compete.

170.

Although
the development
is not difficult,
the
of land management
plans
Government
Queensland
local
have
that
acknowledged
governments
may
difficulties in interpreting how to gauge the impact of the viability of existing parks
some
and the capacity of these parks to accommodate
grey nomads. In the case
DERM provided support and assistance
to the local council in the
of Barcaldine,
development
of the land management
plan and the regional office was involved
in the community
The Queensland
Government
consultation
process.2"
noted
that their current
is
to
between
caravan
policy
park
consider
any conflicts
basis.2
on a case-by-case
operators and local governments

2aa

284

285

286

*
288

*
*

In relation
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Economic
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Department
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171.

However,
the
Government
Queensland
the
acknowledges
need for the
development
in
to assist all local governments
of tools and practical templates
'
the development
of land management
plans for trust lands.2

172.

Caravanning

Queensland indicated
that they would prefer a uniform
overflow
policy, as different jurisdictions can have different interpretations
and the Land
2
Act 1994 does not include enforcement
in addition,
a number
provisions.2
of
for
that
there
was
a
more
submissions
suggested
need
consistent regulation of
on

camping

showground

andlor trust land.2

reserves

3

Conclusions

173.

The

believes that a variety of
committee
to meet the different
needs of grey
that there is a need to provide accommodation
to free camp, but that this should not be at the
given that they also are important providers of
available

174.

be
types should
accommodation
nomads. The committee
suggests
for grey nomads who would prefer
expense of commercial operators,

accommodation

for grey nomads.

The

it may be difficult for local
notes that in some
committee
circumstances
to
impact
free
the
assess
governments
operations.
of
camping on commercial
The committee
for its development
therefore supports DERM's
of
suggestion
tools and practical templates to assist local governments
with land management
plans when offering trust land for caravan
parks and camping.

Recommendation

5:

The committee
that the Queensiond
Government
develops
tools and
recommends
to assist local
to
develop
land
templates
practical
plans
governments
management
when offering trust land for caravan
parks and camping.
Ministerial
Minister
for Natural Resources,
Responsibility:
Mines and Energy and Minister
for Trade

Cost recovery
175.

for local councils

A number

indicated
that if local councils
of submissions
provided basic camping
for grey nomads, councils needed to appropriately
cost these facilities to
determine
the potential to charge a fee for usage.294 This would be similar to
6
The imposition of
charges imposed in protected areas,
such as national parks.2
fee
a
better
demand
for
facilities
to
such
would allow councils
regulate
and allow

facilities

councils

"
292

""

294

295

296

to service

the areas

on

a

regular basis.2"

Queensland Government,
Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 21.
T BODSon, Government Liaison Officer, Caravanning Queensland,
Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, pp. 11, 16.

Public Hearing

Transcript,

Economic

Etheridge
Shire Council, Submission
Inc,
No. 45, 2010, p. 1; Cooroy Chamber of Commerce
Submission No 75, 2010, p. 1; South Burnett Regional Council, Submission
No. 54, p.1; Queensland
Tourism Industry Council, Submission No. 65, 2010, p. 3; Mackay Tourism, Submission No. 73, 2010, p.
3; McKinlay Shire Council, Submission
No. 42, 2010, p. 2.
D Gschwind, Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Tourism industry Council, Public Hearíng Transcript.
Economic
Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 26; North Burnett Regional Council,
Submission No. 74, 2010, p. 3.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Additional Information, Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
Research, 2010, p. 14;
Campervan and Motorhome
Club of Australia, Additional Informatíon, Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
Research, 2010, p. 14.
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176.

Evidence

prepared to
pay a base rate for camping with limited facilities.2°2 A study of travellers in rest
by the CMCA indicated that 77 per cent of travellers were willing to pay on
areas
average around $6 to use rest areas and up to $10 depending on the location of
6
Other evidence
the rest area
and the facilities
provided.2
provided to the
have
indicated
this
that
to
a willingness
committee
supported
and
grey nomads
least
fee
for
a small
pay at
accommodation.22"

177.

The

provided

to the committee

indicated

that grey nomads

are

of grey nomads to pay a fee is likely, however, to depend on
free
For example,
some
whether
other
alternatives
exist in other areas.
grey
free
nomads who
camp indicated to the committee that they would bypass towns
was not available.'°°
where this accommodation
willingness

Conclusions
178.

The committee

for cost recovery is that it
merits
commercial
promotes
choice
and non-commercial
Otherwise, many grey nomads may choose particular types of
accommodation.
while the other is
accommodation
simply because one is essentially subsidised
is
supplied on a full cost recovery basis or via the private sector. The committee
of the view that councils
also need to be cognisant
of how regulatory
impact on the cost base of different accommodation
types.
requirements
considers

179.

another

its

on

important
between

reason

Therefore,

while grey nomads may make a significant contribution to local towns,
be cautious
free or subsidised
governments
should
about
providing
If councils
do consider
below full cost
accommodation
services.
charging
impacts
they
the
on
recovery,
should consider not only
existing commercial
including regulatory requirements,
but also whether the subsidy is the
operators,
best use of public funds to attract particular tourists to the area. It may be that the
supply of other amenities or attractions has a greater net economic impact.
local

180.

The committee

that all local governments
should apply cost recovery
services they provide where practicable and be
This reduces
the problem of
supplying free accommodation.
having to subsidise the service and
of the community
effectively

considers

to the accommodation

principles
cautious about
other

members

'on
its merits' between
choice
promoting
commercial
and non-commercial
The committee
is not advocating that the councils should stop
accommodation.
but rather that the
to grey nomads,
providing free or low cost accommodation
decision to provide this accommodation
is based on a careful consideration
of the
benefits and costs to their ratepayers of doing so.

297

2"

299
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G Nicholas,

Manager,

State

Land Asset

Management.

Department

of Environment

and

Resource

Management,
Public Hearing Transcript, Economic
Committee,
Brisbane,
20 August
Development
2010, p. 41.
campervan
Additional
Information,
Balfour Consulting, Rest Area
and Motorhome Club of Australia,
Research, 2010, p. 3,
L Smith, Submission
No. 19, 2010, p. 1; L Hoffman,
Submission
No. 12, 2010, p.1; T Covell,
Submission No. 28, 2010, p. 1; P Wright, Submission No. 56, 2010, p. 1; A Lindsay, Submissíon No. 58,

2010, p. 1.
F Hamer, Submission
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Development

No. 57, 2010,
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Role of government
181.

Tourism
Australia

Australia
as

a

is the Australian Government
agency responsible
to international
domestic
travellers.3°1
and
destination
to interstate
a holiday
and overseas

for marketing
TQ promotes

destination

Queensland
as
Local government

travellers.2°2

and regional tourism organisations
(RTOs), civic associations
also play their part in marketing and promoting rural and regional

and businesses

Queensland.
Queensland
182.

Government

TQ is the state's leading tourism organisation and is a statutory body under the
Statutory
Bodies
Fínancial
Act
1982
Arrangements
Financial
the
and
Accountability
Act 2009. TQ's primary responsibility
is to facilitate the promotion,
DEEDI also
marketing and development
of tourism to and within Queensland.3
in
invest,
to
Queensland
business
a
as
a
plays
role
marketing
place
conduct
and
travel on holiday.3°4

Tourism plans
183.

TQ

tourist and industry
state's
strategic
marketing
plan in
tourism
industry,
consultation
and state
government
with the
community
departments."°"
TQ's Tourism Action Plan to 2012 has five goals to improve
prepares

tourism

the

in Queensland, all of which
Queensland:

relate

to increasing

grey tourist

numbers

in

rura] and regional
?

increasing

visitor

?

campaigns
developing

the

?

promoting
identifying
ecotourism

?

?

184.

"

improving

current,

numbers
events

and

expenditure

industry

in

through

Queensland

sales

by

and

attracting

marketing
new,

and

major events

and developing

and regional

new

tourism

infrastructure

infrastructure

opportunities,

including

investment

to Queensland
destinations
by working
and tourist
development,
drive
tourism
airline route
and cruise shipping opportunities
©
protecting and creating tourism jobs and industry development
access

on

TQ

is also finalising
tourism
in
opportunity
plans for 10 tourism
regions
Queensland. These plans are specific to individual regÍons and identify new
tourism products to meet future visitor expectations
and demand, infrastructure

Tourism
Australia,
About
Tourism
Australia,
2010,
7
from
October
2010
retrieved
htte://www.tourism.austraba.com/en-aulaboutus/defauli.aspx.
Tourism Queensland, About TQ. 2010, retrieved 25 October 2010 from hyg://www lg.com.aulabouthome afm.
tqlprofile/profile
Tourism
Queensland Ãout TQ. 2010, retrieved 25 October 2010 from http://www.tq.com.au/abouthome.cfm.
tqlprofile/profile
The Queensland Department
of Employment, Economic Development
and Innovation, About Us, 2010,
retrieved 27 October 2010 from http://www.deedi.qld
gov.aulabout-us/default.htrn.
Tourism Queensland,
About TQ, 2010, retrieved 25 October 2010 from http://www.tq.com.aulabouthome.cfm.
t_c@_roElo/profile
Toulism
Queensland,
2012,
October
Tourism
Action
29
Plan
to
2010
from
retrieved
http.//203 210.126.185/dsdweb/v4/apps/web/secureldoos/41-t6.pdf,
p. 3.
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to support
requirements
and investment
opportunities
ongoing
sustainable
development."°'
For each region, TQ has identified specific development
including longgoals, the core target markets and projects for each council area,
term projects.308The committee
the development
of these plans and
supports
believes
be beneficial
to regional
regular reviews of them would
and rural
Queensland tourism
Some
communities.
examples
of projects that TQ has
identified in the tourism opportunity plans to support drive tourism, and therefore
grey nomad tourism, include:
tourism

?

day

and camping areas
and walking trails into the northern section of
Mountains National Park in tropical North Queensland
improved road access
facilities at the Kroombit
and camping accommodation
Tops National Park in Central Queensland
development
touring route around the Bundaberg-Fraser
of a hinterland
Coast area.3°*
use

White
?

?

185.

TQ's marketing
?

destination

strategy

has several

including:

elements,

international
marketing,
the different
aims
regions
promote
international tourists*°

including
online
of Queensland

and

to

186.

307

see

so

?

market activation which aims to provide tourism development
opportunities
increase visitor expenditure,
regional dispersal and length of stay""

?

domestic
market segmentation,
based on the experiences they

The two most relevant strategies
Queensland are the destination
strategies.

311

are

to

which targets different groups of tourists
seeking when travelling to Queensland.312

for increasing
marketing

grey tourism

and

domestic

in rural and regional

market

segmentation

Mr B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture, Food and Tourism, Department of Employment,
Economic Development
Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
and Innovation,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 39; Tourism Queensland,
Tourism Action Plan to 2012·-· List of actions,
8
November
2010
from
retrieved

hilp:llwww.derm.qld.qov.au/parks
in oarks and forests/natureand forests/activities
tourism/pdf/tourism-action-plan-2012.pdf,
p. 4.
Tourism
Opportunity
Queensland,
Central
Tourism
Plan
2009-2019,
Queensland
2009,
2010
from
retrieved 9 November
http://www.tq.com.auffms/tq
Central%
corporateldestinations/central
ausensland/plans
and stralecies
20Oueensland%20Tourism%200pportunity%20Plan%20%20Final%20version%2026th%20Detober%202009.pdf.
Mr B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Food and Tourism, Department
Agriculture,
of Employment,
Economic Development and lnnovation, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 39; Tourism Queensland,
Tourism Action Plan to 2012 - List of actions,
8
from
November
2010
retrieved
http://www.derm.qld.qov.au/parks

aio

which
marketing,
domestic
and

to

and

forests/activities

in parks

and

forests/nature-

tourism/pdf/tourism-action-plan-2012.pdf,
p. 4.
Tourism
Queensland,
Destination
Marketing,
from
2010,
25
October
2010
retrieved
http.//www.tg.co
Tourism
Queensland,
Marketing,
from
25
October
2010
2010,
retrieved
http://www.tc.com.au/marketinglindex.cfm;
Tourism
Queensland,
New ideas, 2010, retrieved
25
October2010fromhttp://www.tq.com.au/marketinalmarket-activation/new-ideas.cfm.
Tourism
Queensland,
Marketíng,
from
2010,
25
October
2010
retrieved
Tourism
25
New
ideas,
2010,
Egtp://www tq.com.auímarketinq/index.cfm;
Queensland,
retrieved
October 2010 from htto //www.tq.com.aulmarketinqlmarket-activation/new-ideas.cfm.
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Destination

marketing

strategy

187.

is different, regions are
that each region in Queensland
TQ acknowledges
Brand
Llmbrella'. This is the
to
tourists
the
one
'Queensland
promoted
under
Government
launched
in September
the
Queensland
global marketing strategy
2010 that emphasises
be found in
tourism
that
the variety of
can
experiences
into four themes: Natural Encounters,
Queensland. TQ divides these experiences
Queensland Lifestyle, Islands and Beaches, and Adventure.313

188.

includes their unique
supports this strategy as the appeal of rural areas
Any marketing
as well as their history.
cultural and geographic
characteristics,
strategy needs to focus on this appeal.314 The development
of a hinterland
Coast, for example, as well as other
touring route around the Bundaberg-Fraser

While

Research

current tourism-themed
of appealing to tourists

routes,

based

TQ understands the marketing
the experiences
available in different

indicates
on

strength
areas

of

Queensland.
Domestic

market

strategy

189.

based on the
that are
supports
marketing
strategies
their
This
demographic
tourists
than
on
experiences
seek
rather
profile.
income
bracket
that not everyone within the same age and
will act
acknowledges
In addition, tourism
the same way, or want the same things from their holiday."
as part of
marketing should reflect the feelings that these tourists will experience
friends.
their travels, such as fun, excitement
the
new
joy
of
and
meeting

190.

TQ's approach to marketing and promoting Queensland to domestic tourists is
based on this. Through the Domestic Market Segmentation
Strategy. TQ divides
the tourism market into six segments based on the consumers'
core
motivations
for holidaying in Queensland (see Table 7). TQ believes that this will help to gain
a deeper understanding
of how travellers want to feel and what they expect from
holiday.
From
this, TQ determines what types of tourists Queensland attracts,
a
tourism
industry
the types of products
the Queensland
and services
needs to
TO'S OVerâll QOBI |S ÍO
offer, and how to sell those experiences to consumers.317

313

314

"

316

317

Academic

segmentation
research

Tourism

from
Queensland,
Campaigns.
2010,
25
October
2010
retrieved
http://www.ta.com.auldestinations/queenslandimarketinq/campaigns/campaigns
B Turner,
home.cfm;
Deputy
Director-General,
Economic
Food and Tourism,
Department
Agriculture,
of Employment,
Development and Innovation, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane,
20 August 2010, p. 39.
DL Edgell & L Harbaugh, 'Tourism Development:
Stimulus in the Heart of America',
an Economic
Business America, vol. 114, no. 2, pp. 17-18.
Tourism Queensland,
2010,
Understanding
Consumers - TQ domestic
our
market
segmentatíon,
2010
from
25
October
retrieved
http://www.tq.com.aulfms/tecorporateldomestic%20market%20segmentation/TQ%20Domestic%20Mar
ket%20Segmentation%20Facg20Sneetpg, p. 1; B Turner, Deputy Director-General, Agriculture, Food
Department
Economic Development
and Tourism,
of Employment,
and Innovation, Public Hearing
Transcript, Economic Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 39; I Patterson & S Pegg,
'Marketing
Journal of Hospitality
to Baby Boomers
the Leisure Experience
and Older Tourists',
Marketing & Management,
voL 18, no. 2, p. 254.
I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing the Leisure Experience to Baby Boomers and Older Tourists', Journal
of Hospitality Marketing & Management, vol. 18, no. 2, p. 263.
TOUriSm Queensland, Understanding
2010,
Consumers
TQ domestic
our
market
segmentation,
25 October 2010 from http://www.ta.com.auímarketing/understanding-our-consumer---tqretrieved
domestic-market-seqmentation/understanding-oLlr-consumers---to-domestic-markethome.cfm, and Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 22.
segmentation
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understand the needs and wants
products for them
Table

Queensland's

7: Tourism

of tourists

domestic

market

in order

to provide

segmentation

strategy

Segment

Characteristic

Active

Explorers

want

Stylish Travellers

Travellers
life

want to stand out from the crowd and

Self-Discoverers

Discoverers

Unwinders

Unwinders

Connectors

Connectors

Explorers

Social Fun Seekers
Source

Tourism

October

want

2010

(physical activity)

and feel alive

enjoy the

finer things in

their mind and nourish their body
and recharge

want to bond with family and friends

Understanding
trom

to enrich

want to reflect

Fun seekers

Queensland,

to be challenged

the right tourism

want to share good times with new
our

Consumers

-

TQ domestic

market

and old friends

segmentation,

2010, retrieved

25

http://www.tc.com.au/marketing/understandinq-our-consumer---tg-

domestic-market--segmentation/understandinq-our-consumers---tq-domestic-markethome.cfm.
segmentation

Tourism

191.

Queensland's

for grey nomads

strategy

TQ markets rural and regional Queensland to grey nomads through its domestic
segmentation
strategy and places grey nomads into one of three of the six
Mature Social Fun Seekers or
segments
outlined previously: Mature Connectors,
Mature Active
Explorers."
Rather than marketing
based on the age of the
tourists
believes
or their mode
its experienced-based
travel
TQ
(driving),
of
for grey nomads
their
understands
needs
impact
the
dollar,
of
marketing
and guides and

marketing

strategy

maximises

the

development
192.

marketing

Industry

of infrastructure

and facilities

for this market.32°

research
supports TQ's marketing approach
in Queensland.321 This
to
want
experience
to help TQ understand
why grey nomads

and academic

what
grey
nomads
approach
appears

and wants,
informs the
based

on

marketing
to
travel

Queensland.322

J

320

Mallam, Director, Strategy, Research and Government
Relations,
Tourism
Queensland,
Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 43.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, pp. 3, 22.
TOurism Queensland,
Understanding
Consumers
our
TQ domestic market segrnentation,
25
October
2010
retrieved

hüp://www.tq.com.aulfms/tqcorporate/domestic%20market%20segmentation/TQ%20Domestic%20Mar
ket%20Seqmentation%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf,
p. 1; and Queensland Government, Submission

322

Public

2010,
from
No. 87,

2010, pp. 3, 22; Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, Attachment 1, 2010, p. 2.
D Gschwind, Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Tourism Industry Council, Public Hearing Transcript,
Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 28; l Patterson, "Information
sources
International Journal of
used by older adults for decision making about tourist and travel destinatlons',
Consumer Studies, vol. 31, 2007, p. 529; and I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing
the Leisure Experience
to Baby Boomers and Older Tourists', Journal of Hospitality
Marketing and Managernent, vol. 18, no. 2,
2009, p. 263.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Australian Grey Nomads and American Snowbirds: Similarities and differences',
The Journal of Tounsm Studies, vol. 16, no. 1, May 2005, pp. 64-65; I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing
the Leisure Experience to Baby Boomers and Older Tourists',
Journal of Hospitality
Marketing and
Management,
S Pegg & J Litster, 'Grey Nomads on tour: a
vol 18, no. 2, 2009, p. 263; 1 Patterson,
in
travel
for
2010.
tourism
July
revolution
and
older
adults',
paper,
unpublished
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193.

Grey nomad tourism is important for regional Queensland, as 'mature nomads'
For example,
make up a significant proportion of visitors to regional Queensland.
in the Western Downs region of Queensland, tourists visiting this region were
divided

into two groups: mature
Mature nomads
nomads
and other travellers.
made up 55 per cent of all visitors to this area.323 Although over half of all tourists
to this region are grey nomads and their numbers are likely to increase,
TQ does
have
for
Instead,
targeting
a
grey nomads.
not
specific marketing
strategy
is
into
incorporated
TQ's
this
their
niche market and growing
numbers
attracting
global brand strategy, segmentation
models and minimal drive tourism projects
identified in TQ's tourism opportunity
plans.

194.

notes that there is potential to improve the specific marketing
committee
strategy for grey nomads. However, given the fact tourism opportunity plans are
at this time.
still being finalised, the committee
will not make a recommendation

The

Identifying
195.

the grey nomad

for marketing

they
strategies targeting grey nomads must consider the experiences
sources
they access
they use, the information
and
seeking, the infrastructure
At
it
is
difficult
travel.324
to
the reasons
they
this
time,
a
complete
why
gain
picture
of these factors as research into the grey nomad market in Queensland is limited.
Marketing

are

However,

196.

323

324

325

326

evidence

and other

research

does provide

some

information.

for travelling exist within the grey nomad tourism market.
motivations
For example, some
moving. Others
grey nomads enjoy touring and extended
focus on travelling to nature-oriented
in activities, such as in
to engage
areas
national parks, and seek challenges and adventure,
while another group travel to
for
destination
one
an extended
specific
and remain
period to engage in such
Different

activities
197.

anecdotal

as

boating

or

fishing.326

experience
grey nomads are seeking, though, is to develop or
26
to
CARRS-Q notes the importance
rekindle social networks.
of community
those identifying as grey nomads. Research shows that marketing aimed at grey
nomads
needs to portray the social cohesion
amongst members
of the grey

A common

'lmplications of population ageing for the development of tourism
pp. 20-21; P Glover & B Prideaux,
Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 15, no. 25, 2009, pp. 27, 29, 30.
products and destinations',
AUstralian Government Department of Resources,
Energy and Tourism, Western Downs Region Visitor
Profile and Satisfaction Report: Summary of results, December 2008, retrieved 25 October 2010 from
http:/ www.ret.cov.auítourism/Documentsitra/Destination%20Visitor%20Survey/Western
Downs Final.
gf, p. 1.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Australlan Grey Nomads and American Snowbirds:
Similaritles and differences'
The Journal of Tourism Studies, vol. 16, no. 1, May 2005, pp. 64-65; I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing
the Leisure Experience to Baby Boomers
and Older Tourists', Journal of Hospitality Marketing and
Management, vol. 18, no. 2, 2009, p. 263, and I Patterson, S Pegg & J Litster, 'Grey Nomads on tour: a
revolution in travel and tourism for older adults', unpublished paper, July 2010, pp. 20-21.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Australian Grey Nomads and American Snowbirds:
Similarities
and differences',
The Joumal of Tourism Studies, vol. 16, no. 1, May 2005, pp. 62, 64-65; Blackall-Tambo
Regional
Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 3; I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing the Leisure Experience to
Baby Boomers and Older Tourists', Journal of Hospitality Marketing and Management,
vol. 18, no. 2,
2009, p. 263; I Patterson, S Pegg & J Litster, 'Grey Nomads on tour: a revolution in travel and tourism
for older adults', unpublished paper, July 2010, pp. 20-21, and Queensland Government,
Submission
No. 87, 2010, pp. 3, 22.
A 00yX & R Leonard, 'Australian Grey Nomads and American Snowbirds: Similarities and differences',
The Journal of Tourism Studies, voL 16, no. 1, May 2005, pp. 64-65.
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nomad population in media campaigns to encourage
and participate in the grey nomad adventure.322
198.

to visit

people

new

places

According to CARRS-Q research, grey nomad participants related more strongly
to individual
identities,
than with group
or
a couple,
such as an individual
When
identities.
as either
asked to categorise themselves
grey nomads or RV
64.3 per cent responded
travellers,
RV
that they saw themselves
as
more
CARRS-Q
travellers.
for
that
two
these
suggests
generic messages
groups
should

be avoided,

owners

as

In addition,
destinations

a

as

combined

well
group

as

one

message

targeting

caravan

and motorhome

3

199.

and print materials to be highly effective in marketing
to grey nomads,
the use of photographs
and experiences
and
images of older people is essential
in order to capture
this target group.3"
Marketing strategies should feature images of mature
age tourists engaging in
adventure
activities to promote the idea that they can 'feel younger and healthier'
by travelling to these destinations

200.

Anecdotal

201.

Although
have different
for travelling
older self-drive tourists
and
motivations
from
different
life
backgrounds,
come
experiences
marketing
and
strategies
different identities, such as the
should target travelling couples and acknowledge
grey nomad and RV traveller identities. These findings are important in order to
to this niche
and market Queensland's
promote
rural and regional destinations

from Caravanning
Queensland also supports this. Recently,
TQ provided some backdrops to Caravanning Queensland for their caravan
show
However,
the proofs of the artwork
around Australia.
stands
predominantly
featured water and none featured families or mature age travellers,
the prime
for
Caravanning
Queensland's
market
caravanning
and camping
expos. TQ
its
backdrops
better
to
However,
the
target market.
the final
altered
reflect
backdrops contained one picture of a family but none of mature age travellers.

group
202.

327

328
329

sao

*

for brochures

evidence

of travel]ers.

As TQ did not provide specific evidence
on the types
of marketing
messages
they use to capture the grey nomad tourism market, the committee believes that
a review
Mature Social
of TQ's marketing strategy aimed at Mature Connectors,
Fun Seekers and Mature Active Explorers is needed to ensure
images target the
different identities of grey nomads.

The Centre for Accident Research
The Centre for Accident Research
I PBÍÌ?fSon,
'Information sources

& Road Safety -- Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, p. 12.
& Road Safety -- Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, pp. 10, 12.
used by older adults for decision making about tourist and travel
destinations', laternational Journal of Consurner Studíes, vol. 31, 2007, p. 530.
I Patterson & S Pegg, 'Marketing the Leisure Experience to Baby Boomers and Older Tourists', Journal
of Hospitality Marketing and Management,
vol. 1 8, no. 2, pp. 263-264.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 10.
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Recommendation

7:

The committee
recommends
to ensure
messages
marketing

that Tourism

a) include

nomads

.

b)
c)

images

Queensland

reviews

its grey

nomad

tourism

the messages;

in different
that reflect
the
activities
engaging
in
tourism
Queensland
rural and regional
socialising
and adventurous
aspects of grey
portray
grey nomads as individuals,
couples and/or recreational
vehicle travellers
to

specific
recreational

are

-

Ministerial

of

grey

the

different

vehicle

traveller,

Responsibility:

Minister

Travel information

sources

groups within the grey nomad
drive tourist and caravanner).
for Tourism

and

tourism

market

(i.e.

Fair Trading

for grey Romads

203.

In order to promote and market Queensland's rural and regional destinations
to
have
the grey nomad market, the Queensland Government
a thorough
must
of how and where grey nomads
obtain their travel information.
understanding
According to Tourism Australia, the most common
information sources
for mature
from previous visits to the area
age travellers are the internet and experience

204.

Academic

research
and submissions
also support the marketing of destinations
the internet, as well as the importance
of the level of interactivity
of the
including the ability to email contacts,
reserve
website,
accommodation
online
and make use of interactive
maps and travel planners.32
on

205.

However,

brochures,
while travel agents,
guidebooks
and the Seniors Card
discount directory also provide information sources
for grey nomads,"'
the majority of research and anecdotal evidence from submissions
indicates that
the primary source
information
for
is
followed by
of
grey nomads
word-of-mouth,
business

magazine
internet

333

334

*

and newspaper
(see Table 8).3*

feature

articles,

television

feature

stories

and

the

Mature
Tourism
Australia,
Age
Visitors
in
Australia
2008,
June
2009,
http:/www.ret.gov.aultourism/Documents/tra/Snapshots%20and%20Factsheets/Matureaqesnapshot
18 FINAL.pdf,p.1.
PJ Benckendorff
& NL Black, 'Destination
marketing on the Internet: A case
study of Australian
Regional Tourism Authorities',
The Journal of Tourism Studies, vol. 11, 2000, pp. 14-15; l Patterson,
'Information sources
used by older adults for decision making about tourist and travel destinations'
laternational Journal of Consumer Studies, vol. 31, 2007, pp. 529-530; M Harvey, Submission No. 1,
2010, p. 1; G Hardy, Submission No. 4, 2010, p. 1; W Dakin, Submission No. 5, 2010, p. 1; J Maddams,
Submission No. 6, 2010, p. 1, K Leech, No Boundaries,
Submission No
2010, p. 2; T Covill,
.27,
Submission
No. 28, 2010, p. 2; W Hillman, Central Queensland University, Submission No. 34, 2010, p.
13; McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, 2010, pp. 1, 2; N Turner, Submission No. 55, 2010, p.
1; F Hamer, Submission No. 57, 2010, pp. 23, 24; A Lindsay, Submission
No. 58, 2010, p. 1; T & F
Bischoff, Submission
No. 62, 2010, p. 1; B Leslie, Submssion No. 63, 2010. p. 1; Vialink, Submission
No. 67, 2010, p. 2; Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, p. 8; Cooroy Chamber of
Commerce,
Submission No. 75, 2010, p. 1; Redland City Council, Submission No. 76, 2010, p. 2; Home
Hill Chamber of Commerce,
Submission
No. 82, pp. 6-7; Western Downs Regional Council, Submission
No. 85, 2010, p. 3.
| PBÍterSon, 'Information
sources
used by older adults for decision making about tourist and travel
destinations',
International Journal of Consumer Studies, vol. 31, 2007, p. 528; B Prideaux, S Wei & H
Ruys, 'The senior drive tour market in Australia, Journal of Vacation Marketing', vot 7, 2001, p 217.
I Patterson,
'Information sources
used by older adults for decision making about tourist and travel
destinations',
international
Journal of Consumer Studies, vol. 31, 2007, pp. 528-530;
J Onyx & R
Leonard, 'Australian grey nomads and American snowbirds: Similarities and differences', The Journal of
Tourism Studies, vol. 16, no. 1, May 2005, p. 66; B Prideaux, S Wei & H Ruys, 'The senior drive tour
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Table

8: Information

useful

sources

for older

Source

travellers,

United

States

Useful (per cent)

Word of mouth

66.2

(friend or relative)

Mass Media
Magazine

feature
feature

Newspaper
TV feature

31.3

article

32.6

article

35.2

story

TV advertisement

18.1

Newspaper

12.9

advertisement

Magazine

-

10.7

advertisement

Radio advertisement

9.9

New media
internet

26.6

website

CD-ROM

9.9

Tourism

specific

Highway

Welcome

Chamber

media
Centre

42.7

of Commerce

43.3

State travel publication

33.5

Brochures/direct

34.2

Automobile

mail

30.9

club

Travel channel

21.5

Travel

agent

18.5

Trade

show

12.0

Source.

Adapted

from Fall and Knutson (2001), cited in I. Patterson, loformation
sources
international
older adults for decision making about tourist and travel destinations',
Consurner Studies. voL 31, 2007, p. 528.

used

Journal

by

of

As grey nomad tourism in some regions of Queensland provides over half of the
in the caravan
tourists in the area,
and as mature
age travellers
and camping
in Australia,
sector have been identified as the largest growing group of tourists
Government
the committee
Queensland
that
the
concludes
should review its
for
tourism
This
the
current marketing strategy
market.
should occur
grey nomad
The
to
by marketing
should
also
consider
grey nomads
review
online.
for expanding its marketing to grey nomads based on the primary
opportunities

206.

market in Australia, Joumal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 7, 2001, p. 217; T McTigue, Submissíon No. 2,
2010, p. 1; J Maddams, Submission No. 6, 2010, p. 1; L Smith, Submission No. 19, 2010, p. 1; G & M
Clifton, Submission
No. 20, 2010, p. 1; A Bugden, Submíssion No. 22, 2010, p. 2; R Robertson,
Submissíon No. 26, p. 2; K Leech, No Boundaries, Submission No. 27, p. 1 ; M Bridges, Submíssíon No.
31, 2010, p. 1; L Gilbert, Submíssíon No. 40, 2010, p. 1; McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42,
2010, pp. 1-2; Auswide Motorhome
Club Inc, Submission No. 44, 2010, p. 1; C Roberts, Submission
No. 49, 2010, p. 1; S Adler, Submission No. 50, 2010, p. 1; South Burnett Regional Council, Submissíon
No. 54, 2010, p. 1, N Turner, Submission No. 55, 2010, p. 1; Vialink, Submission No. 67, 2010, p. 2;
Moreton Bay Regional Council, Submission
No. 79, 2010, p. 2; Home Hill Chamber of Commerce,
Submission No. 82, 2010, pp. 6-7; and Queensland Government,
Submission
No. 87, 2010, p. 5.
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information

of travel
blogs.
and
sources

they

access,

including

the internet,

such as forums

---

Recommendation
The committee
·

expanding
information,
Ministerial

8:

that Tourism Queensland
investigates
the opportunities
for
recommends
its marketing
to grey nomads
based
the primary
on
sources
of fravel
including
the internet, such as forums and blogs.

Responsibility:

Queensland

Events

Minister

for Tourism

and Fair Trading

Corporation

207.

One of the goals of TQ's Tourism Action Plan to 2012 is to develop Queensland's
The
events industry by attracting new, and promoting
current, major events."
Queensland Events Corporation,
initiative, aims to attract,
a state government
in Queensland
in order
to
support,
grow and promote
successful
events
the
to the social and economic
Approximately
contribute
state.
prosperity
of
$1 billion has been injected into the state's economy from events sponsored by
the Queensland
Events Corporation.332

208.

The

Queensland
Events
Corporation
Events
the Queensland
established
Regional Development
Program in 2001 to extend the social and economic
benefits into regional areas throughout the state. $15.3 million has been spent on
705 regional events since the program began, including on music, food and art
festivals,
This is relevant for tourists and
camel races,
and cultural celebrations.
grey nomads as the program helps to:

209.

?

increase

local economic

?

enhance

?

enhance

the profile and appeal
the visitor experience

?

demonstrate

The

activity and development
of the destination

future growth and sustainability.

Queensland
notes that Caravanning
criticises the promotional
the
Events
Queensland
Corporation.
Every year, Caravanning
activities
of
Queensland holds the Caravan and Camping Show in Brisbane
that attracts
70,000 people, making it the largest exhibition show in Australia.
approximately
According to Caravanning
Queensland, over half of the attendees are either grey
committee

Queensland does not seek
nomads or budding grey nomads. While Caravanning
funding
from
Events
Queensland
the
Corporation,
it suggests
that the
any
Queensland
Events
is
Corporation
missing one
of the largest promotional
opportunities
aimed at targeting the grey nomad market by not taking part in the
Brisbane
Caravan
Show.'"
Mackay
Tourism and QTIC also
and Camping
believe that this would be an effective way to target this market."°

Queensland,
Tourism
Action
Plan
to
2012.
29
October
retrieved
http.//203210.126.165/dsdwebív4/aops/web/secureldocs/4116.pdi,p.3.
Queensland
Events,
2009,
Queensland Events Corporation,
26 October
retrieved
http.//wwwalaevents.com.aul,-ioout!.
Queensland
Events,
Corporation,
Queensland Events
2009, retrieved
26 October
Tourism

http://www
340

from

2010

from

2010

from

gldevents.com.aulabouti.

Caravanning Queensland. Submission No. 37, 2010, pp. 4, 14-15.
Mackay Tounsm, Submission
No. 73, 2010, p. 3, Queensland Tourism
No. 65, 2010, pp. 3--4.
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210.

The Queensland
targeted through

be
that while grey nomads can
acknowledges
including visitor information
centres
and
for grey
caravan
and camping
shows, its primaTy marketing
consideration
'must
be
holiday
their
needs
and
nomads
understanding
ensuring appropriate
holiday experiences are incorporated into the marketing message'.

211.

The

212.

The

Government

distributions

centres,

to provide
that while it is important
committee
marketing
concludes
based
to
they
are
on
an
messages
seeking
grey nomads
understanding
of what
to experience,
it is also important to review and implement
effective ways to
reach them. With the numbers of visitors who attend the Brisbane Caravan and
Camping Show, the committee
concludes that this will provide an opportunity for
TQ to market effectively to the grey nomad tourism market.

Caravan and Camping Show also
committee concludes that the Brisbane
for local governments
provides an opportunity
and RTOs to promote tourism in
their regions to grey nomads.

Recommendation
The committee
grey nomads
Caravan
and

Ministerial

9:
recommends

and

promoting
Show.

rural

and

Queensland
regional

explores
Gueensland

the potentiol for targeting
Brisbane
at the annual

Camping

Responsibility:

Recommendation
The

that Tourlsm

committee

Minister

for Tourism and Fair Trading

10:
recommends

that

Tourism

Queensland

encourages

to local governments
fourism
assistance
and regional
organisations
regions to grey nomads
at the annual Brisbane Caravan
and Camping

Ministerial

Responsibility:

Minister

for Tourism

and
to

provides

promote

their

Show.

and Fair Trading

Local governrnent

213.

TQ believes that all marketing for Queensland's rural and regional communities
between TQ DEEDI, local governments,
RTOs and
should be a collaboration
The
businesses
tourism
and systems
using TQ's marketing
strategies
distances
that have to be travelled
in Queensland
in
are
often an obstacle
that are far apart. TQ believes that working with local
marketing communities
is one way that
in order to promote their products and communities
governments
this issue can be overcome.343

214.

is often less costly
Establishing and promoting tourism in regional and rural areas
than other economic
However,
development
a
strategies, such as manufacturing.
to
tourism industry in these areas
a
successful
requires
coordinated
approach
(natural and constructed) and
and marketing
events,
attractions
promoting
destinations,
in coordination
the
and services,
with the delivery of infrastructure

341
342

QUeensland Government, Submission No. 87, p. 22,
OUGODSland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 22.
B Turner,
Deputy
Director-General,
Agriculture,
Food and Tourism,
Department
of Employment,
Economic Development and Innovation, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 43.
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involvement

development
215.

to develop
entrepreneurs
of the hospitality industry.344
tourism

of

tourism

products

and

the

Evidence

from local governments
indicates that more could be done to increase
The two
numbers
of grey nomads visiting rural and regional communities.
for
local governments
in developing
primary obstacles
grey nomad tourism in
rural and regional Queensland are the lack of funding and tourism expertise on
the ground.3 6 Suggestions
local government
to improve
to grey
promotion
include:
nomads

the

?

?

?

developing a centralised website designed specifically for grey nomads who
want to travel to rural and remote Queensland346
material
at travel and trade expos, visitor
providing hard copy promotional
information centres and by post347
TQ assisting in identifying the way that key target markets, including grey
nomads, look for information
and why they choose to travel to different
locations. This would assist local governments
to understand
their target
markets,

?

?

and make

use

6

of marketing

more
opportunities
efficiently3
Both CMCA and QTIC support a coordinated
approach with the involvement
in the delivery of marketing
of all stakeholders
strategies for regional and

rural Queensland3'
QTIC suggests that these

networks

and information

strategies
sources

would
were

be

used

effective if ground-level
in their planning, development
more

and delivery."

216.

While

tourism
approach to developing
requires
leaders and businesses
to take ownership
members,
of their own
community
industry, local governments
tourism
require tourism marketing
expertise
and
leadership to achieve this.

Regional
217.

a

tourism

successful

346

347
348
349

aso

coordinated

organisations

RTOs provide

link between

the Queensland Government
and regional and rural
focus
on
areas
of Queensland
and develop
specific
Each
best
RTO has its
that
to
their
tourists.
marketing strategies
promote
region
details
the
that
own
about
website
provides
region, accommodation
available,
such as maps, weather,
places to visit, things to do and see, travel information,

communities.

344

and

a

RTOs

S Wilson, DR Fesenmaier, J Fesenmaier
& JC Van Es, 'Factors for the Success
in Rural Tourlsm
Development', Journal of Travel Research. vol. 40, November 2001, pp. 132-133.
P Woodhouse,
Mayor, McKinlay Shire Council, Public Hearing
Transcript, Economic
Development
Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 3; N Searle, Manager of Economic Development, Bundaberg
Regional Council, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August
2010, pp. 4, 8, Bundaberg
Regional Council, Submission
No. 47. 2010, p. 2; and Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 8.
McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, 2010, pp. 1-2.
McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, 2010, pp. 1-2.
Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 8.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia,
Submission
No. 72, 2010, p. 9; D Gschwind, Chief
Executive
Officer, Queensland
Tourism
Industry
Economic
Council, Public Hearing
Transcript,
Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 28.
D Gschwind, Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Tourism industry Council, Public Hearing Transcript,
Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 28.
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brochures and contacts for local visitor information
deals that the consumer
can
purchase through the website.

travel

218.

The RTOs in Queensland
?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

219.

centres,

and holiday

are:

Brisbane Marketing
Bundaberg North Burnett Tourism
Capricorn Tourism and Economic Development
Organisation
Fraser Coast South Burnett Tourism
Gladstone Area Promotion and Development
Gold Coast Tourism
Mackay Tourism
Outback Queensland Tourism Association
Southern Downs and Granite Belt Regional Tourism
Toowoomba
and Golden West Tourism
Sunshine Coast Destination
Tourism Tropical North Queensland
Tourism Whitsundays
Townsville Enterprise.

.

The committee

from the Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council that
notes evidence
how the Outback
for
Queensland Tourism Association,
responsible
Queensland region, faced difficulty as few of its private
marketing the Western
large enough businesses
to take an active part in the
are
sector members
The
Outback
Queensland
Tourism
Association
association.
members are often
too busy running
businesses
to
be
their own
effective
members
of the
Blackall-Tambo
Regional
Council
that in those
association.
acknowledged
circumstances,
councils have to step up to play a larger role. This highlights the
in promoting tourism: councils in these regional
main issue for local governments
areas
often have fewer resources
allocated to tourism.
identified

220.

Based on this, the committee
councils in regions will ensure
funds. The committee
supports

believes that a joint marketing
strategy between
the efficient and effective use of resources
and
leadership
in
the continued
TQ
role of
marketing
it demonstrates
through its
as
and promoting
rural and regional Queensland,
tourism
the committee
opportunity
plans, and the work of RTOs, However,
RTOs
have
in
a significant
suggests that TQ and
role
assisting local governments

with developing joint marketing strategies for their regions.
between various RTOs in regions.
collaboration
221.

The committee
concludes
industry
in regional
and

that

tourism
and sustainable
needs to be based on
between
collaboration
governments
and RTOs. Tourism products and
tourism
services need to be developed
at a local level, as business owners,
best
tourism
are
entrepreneurs,
and council and regional
officers
placed to
the
infrastructure
their
understand
unique strengths of
and
communities
and what
they need to build tourism.
resources
rural
TQ, local

developing

This will also mean

areas

a

growing

of Queensland

Tourism
Queensland,
Outback,
2010
2010,
25
October
Queensland's
retrieved
http://www.queenslandholidavs.com.auldestinationsloutbackloutback
home.cfm.
Tourism
Queensland,
RegionaÏ Tourisrn Organisations, 2010, retrieved 25 October 2010
http://www.tq.com.au/resource-centre

organisations.cfm.
Blackall-Tambo
Regional

onomic

Development

Committee

Council,

from
from

industrv-directory/regional-toudg--organisations/regional-touristSubrnission

No. 71, 2010,
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222.

Working

tourism products and marketing regional
at ground level in developing
to domestic and international
travellers will result in a
and rural communities
collaboration
where knowledge is gathered and shared, tourist product ideas are
developed
into successful
tourism
or
and transformed
events
attractions,
funding
for
tourism
be
can
experiences and
regional
management
and marketing

level. Looking at tourism from a
at an appropriate
and provided
level will also help to connect economic
development,
tourism and other
sectors.

monitored

.

regional
industry
223.

The committee also believes
RTOs have a role to play in implementing
these
for
that
marketing strategies
grey nomads. The committee therefore recommends
Government
the Queensland
to RTOs located
make funding available
outside
Queensland for the purpose of marketing the attractions of their local
south-east
directly to the grey nomad market.
area
--

Recommendation
The committee
takes

11:
recommends

that Tourism

leadership

through

Queensland:

in coordinating
the
Directors
role,
of regions,
local
fourism
in
o
collaboration
councils
and regional
organisations
region to
develop
to
the
a joint regional
their
build
on
strategy
own
marketing
work undertaken
of
in Tourism Queensland's
tourism opportunifies
the efficient and effective
plans and ensure
to grey nomads
use
of resources
and funds for marketing

a)

a

its

between

b) provides

to local
marketing
expertise
councils
develop
their
council
officers
skills and build on
communities
and the status of their tourism industries

which
their

Ministerial

Responsibility:

Minister

for Tourism and

resource-poor

so

knowledge

of

their travel

information

and

Fair Trading

.

Recommendation

12:
that the Queensland
Government
a grant
recommends
makes available
to regional
tourism organisations
located
Queensignd
outside south-east
directly
to the grey nomad
the attractions
of marketing
of their local area

market.
Ministerial

Responsibility:

Stakeholder
224.

Minister

for Tourism and

Fair Trading

organisations

The QTIC is

not-for-profit membership
and peak body for tourism
organisation
Its aim is to work closely with government,
promote industry
development
for
in
tourism research
and experiences
visitors,
and undertake
order to contribute to the economic and social prosperity of the state.
a

in Queensland.

225.

Various
tourists.

Caravanning

*

of specific businesses or
to grey nomad
tourism
are
relevant
Queensland is the peak
and the CMCA. Caravanning

stakeholder
organisations
support
Two stakeholder
organisations

Queensland

Queensland

Tourism
Industry
Council
htte www.qtic.com.aulindex.php?option=com
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2006,

the interests

About,

retrieved

October

26

2010

from

content&task=view&id=37&ltemid=76.
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their
i

that identifies how grey nomads source
research
choose to travel to different areas
of Queensland.

c) conducts
why they
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first-hand
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mm

dealers, manufacturers,
ndustry body for caravan
campin
the
throughout
state."
providers and caravan
operators
park
body
for
the
RV
in
Australia
tourist
representative
market
226.

suppliers,
service
CMCA is the peak

Caravanning
Queensland contributes to tourism marketing through its television
featuring
the 'little big', which plays on the term 'the big one' referring
segments
to an extended road trip around Australia.
The 'little big' incorporates
Brisbane,
Gladstone,
Mount
Morgan, the Burnett Highway,
Cania Gorge and back to
Brisbane. Additionally,
park industry, there is a referral tourism
within the caravan
program that helps to direct drive tourists to the next caravan
park facility along
their trip.36' Caravanning
Queensland also produces its annual Caravan Parks
Directory (Queensland), which promotes
destinations
parks to its
and caravan
members.

227.

CMCA's

'RV Friendly Town Scheme'
aims
Thirty-eight
RV Friendly Towns
communities.
CMCA believes
that this low-cost
scheme

RV tourists
to regional
attract
have been named in Queensland.
benefits regional communities
by
RV
An
RV
Town
has
to
Friendly
tourists.
attracting greater numbers of
meet
including providing a range of amenities and services for RV
certain guidelines,
tourists. Often these are already in place and the town needs only to apply. An
RV Friendly Town is identified
by a sign and RV tourists
can
expect certain
services will be provided and that they will have a safe place to stay ovemight or
for a longer period. CMCA promotes
the scheme
through its website and by
RV
town
friendly
an
time in its monthly
publishing
at some
article on every
The
Wanderer.3"
Several
this scheme
magazine,
also noted
submissions
to RV travellers
assisted
with identifying
and
whether a town was welcoming
to their decision to visit the
could provide basic facilities,
which contributed
to

town.36°

The Australian

228.

Regional Tourism Network is the peak national body representing
tourism
to promote
regional
practitioners
and aims
collaboration,
share
knowledge
behalf of members
to foster sustainable
on
and advocate
regional
development.
Membership
is widespread
and includes all levels of government
tourism industry councils and chambers of commerce,
and tourism organisations,
tourism
institutions.se1
information
The
centres
operators,
visitor
and research
Australian
Regional Tourism Network is in the process of developing its Regional
Tourism Actíon Plan for 2011. The committee notes that this plan will address
regional tourism
and marketing.

So

362

issues

and opportunities

in research,

product

supply,

advocacy

Caravanning
Queensland,
Caravanning
Queensland,
2007,
26 October
2010 from
retrieved
http.//www.caravanold.com.aulabout-us.asp×.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 1.
Caravanning Queensland, Submission No. 37, 2010, p. 15.
Caravanning Queensland, Submíssion No. 37, 2010, p. 13.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No.72, 2010, pp.9, 10.
K Court, Submission No. 3, 2010, p. 1; L Smith, Submissíon No. 19, 2010, p. 1; A Bugden, Submission
No. 22, 2010, p. 2; N Roberts, Submission No 41, 2010, p. 1; R Smith, Submission No. 30, 2010, p. 1;
and P Wright, Submission No. 56, 2010, p. 1.
Australian Regional Tourism Network, Australia's
premier regional tourism network, 2010, retrieved 25
October
2010
from
http://www.recionaltourism.com.au/ARTNiindex.html
and
hgp) www.regionaltourism.com.au/ARTN!subscribe.html.
AUstralian Regional Tourism Network, Regional Tourism Action Plan. 2010, retrieved 25 October 2010
from http://www.reqlonaltourism.com.au/ARTNinews.htmL
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Tourism Network Regional Tourism Action
Plan 2011 will provide an opportunity for TQ to review its Tourism Action Plan to
in rural and
2012 with a focus on developing
drive tourism
and sustaining
The committee
this
that
through
regional Queensland.
process, TQ
concludes
its
tourism
could also review
grey nomad
strategy.

229.

of the Australian

The release

Tourism-themed
230.

One

drive

routes

strategy
tourism

Regional

and drive tourism

for attracting more
market to an area

of the selfgrey nomads and other members
is the use of tourism-themed
routes, which
initiatives
development
that direct tourists
through a

combine

marketing
and
'corridor-style'
driving experience.
231.

Part

to
of the grey nomad travelling experience
often includes the opportunity
to
areas
and
visit rural and regional
experience
unique adventure
opportunities
Tourismlandscapes,
or the peace
cultural
attractions
and quiet of the area.
themed
these travel
as
routes
support
opportunities,
well as other key
motivations for self-drive travel, which include the flexibility to change itineraries
and maintain individuality. They also provide an opportunity for rural and regional
tourism operators,
particularly along tourism-themed
routes, to develop tourism
to
tourists
different
to
the
products
attract
experiences available in the region.3

232.

Successful

drive

tourism

a partnership
routes
require
It
is
important to
community
and private stakeholders.m
for
drive
the
the
that
remainder
cater
market,
grey nomad
not alienated or excluded. Drive tourism in Queensland
industry in 2000 and is essential for local regional areas.3

between

government,
in attempting to
of the drive market is

ensure,

rgresenteda $3.1

233.

Essential
activities
nomads,

to the

sustainability

and attractions
and the effective

that

and

growth

of this

the desires

meet

market
and retain

billion

is the clustering
the interest of
information
offices.

of

grg

of signage and accessible
Signage is essential
in order to direct and benefit from the flow of tourists
between and within tourist destinations.
Both local governments
and the
Government
Queensland
have invested in signage along major routes between
in order to derive benefit from these routes.369
and within tourist destinations

234.

364

*
*

368

369

use

As the self-drive tourism market accounts for around 70 per cent of all trips taken
within and into Queensland, marketing strategies aimed specifically at this market
have a significant
important,
to benefit from
are
as
regional areas
opportunity

M Olsen, 'Tourism themed routes: A Queensland perspective', Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9, no.
331, 2003, p. 334.
B Prideaux
& D Carson, 'A framework for increasing
understanding
of self-drive tourism markets
Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9, no. 307, 2003, p. 309.
M Olsen, 'Tourism themed routes: A Queensland perspective',
Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9,
2003, p. 339.
M Olsen, 'Tourism themed routes: A Queensland perspective',
Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9,
2003, p. 332.
J Briedenhann & E Wickens, 'Tourism routes as a tool for the economic development of rural areasvibrant hope or impossible dream?', Tourism Management, vol. 25, 2004, p.72.
B Prideaux, S Wei & H Ruys, 'The senior drive tour market in Australia',
Journal of Vacatíon Marketing,
vol. 7, no. 209, 2001, p. 212.
A Hardy, 'An investigation into the key factors necessary for the development of iconic touring routes',
Journalof
Vacation Marketing, 2003, vol. 9, no. 314, p. 317.
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In addition, regional and rural areas
their tourism dollars.32
of Queensland rely
heavily on the self-drive market where it represents up to 85 per cent of the total
tourism market.3"

235.

Tourism-themed

have been used to attract tourists to areas
outside of the
States
for several
decades.322 In
and the United
Australia, there are approximately
20 major tourism-themed
routes and hundreds
tourist
drives
in
length,
that
level and type of
the
as
as
vary
of
well
scale and
information and tourist services available. TQ markets nine major tourism-themed
routes throughout Queensland
and these are:
main

?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?

?

centres

routes

in

Europe

Australia's Country Way between Wallangarra and Rockhampton
Capricorn Highway between Rockhampton
and Barcaldine
Great Inland Way between Hebel and Caims
Leichhardt Highway between Goondiwindi and Yeppoon
Matilda
Highway
between
Barringun
and Karumba
and
via Barcaldine
Cloncurry
Overlander's Way between Townsville and the Northern Territory border
Pacific Coast Touring Route between Brisbane and Cairns
Savannah
Way between
Cairns and the Northern
Territory
border via
Georgetown and Normanton
Warrego

Highway

between

Brisbane

and Charleville.

236.

The effectiveness
of this marketing strategy is unclear, as these routes are often
on
reliant
motorways, such as the Matilda Highway or Warrego Highway. lt may
be necessary to apply route development
and tourism strategies to the rural and
bush areas
that grey nomads want to visit as opposed to the busier coastal
local governments,
the support of
across
centres. This would require cooperation
the community
and the involvement of the Queensland Government.

237.

In Queensland,
incentive
Cultural Tourism
Program, the
under the 2000-02
Queensland
Government,
in partnership
Government,
with the Commonwealth
local governments
introduced
the
$110 million
and regional communities,
also
Queensland Heritage Trails Network. Funding for 43 projects was provided to
The network
upgrade or conserve
existing cultural facilities or build new ones.
27
heritage
links
43
encompasses
communities
and
authentic
experiences
across
Queensland and its aim was to revitalise rural and regional economies. It
is unclear to what extent the program achieved
its goals to create jobs and
to take ownership
tourism infrastructure,
sustainable
of
empower communities
the project, diversify the economic
base of regions, and develop
and retain
specialist tradelskills in regional areas.3'*

372

374

M Olsen, 'Tourism themed routes: A Queenstand perspective', Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9, no.
331, 2003, pp. 332-333.
Bureau of Tourism Research, 'Travel by Australians
Visitor Survey', Bureau of
- Results of the National
Tourism Research, 2001, Canberra.
J Briedenhann
& E Wickens, 'Tourism routes as a tool for the economic development of rural areasvibrant hope or impossible dream?', Tourism Management, vol. 25, 2004, p. 72.
Tourism
Queensland,
Highways,
from
20
2010
September
retrieved

http.:.//www.queenslandholidays.com.aultravebinfo/drivina-lourneys/hiqhwaysl.
Queensland

Heritage
Trails Network, 2010, The Network Story,
retrieved 3 November 2010 from
http:/ www.heritagetrails.qld.qav.auínetwork
benefits.html,
J Briedenhann
& E Wickens, 'Tourism routes
development of rural areas-vibrant
as a tool for the economic
hope or impossible dream?', Tourism
Management,
voL 25, 2004, p. 73.
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238.

The five trails that comprise

tourism-themed
?

?
?

?

?

routes

the Queensland
include:
and

Heritage

Trails

Network

overlap

the

Matilda
Highway
between
Barringun
and Karumba
and
via Barcaldine
Cloncurry
Overlander's Way between Townsville and the Northern Territory border
South East Queensland along the Warrego Highway between Brisbane and
Charleville
Pacific Coast Way traces the coastline from Maryborough
to Cardwell in the
nodh
Tropical

North Queensland.

239.

The

240.

However,

Government's
Tourism Action Plan to 2012
although the Queensland
drive tourism
important
in Queensland,
as
an
considers
element
of tourism
inquiry evidence and other research suggests that TQ needs to review its 'drive
tourism' promotional
activities. This is because the benefits seem to be narrowly
defined for those communities
located along the major tourism-themed
routes,
than
rather
alternative routes created by networks of communities.32

241.

Further, a specific program looking at drive tourism has not been updated since
Drive
Tourism
the
Program
2000-02.
The
believes
that
the
committee
Queensland
Government
its
drive
tourism
should review and update
program
and incorporate factors that are specific to the grey nomad market. This program

Government,
in partnership
committee notes that the Queensland
with the
Queensland
Heritage Trails Network,
Department
Main
Roads
of
and TQ,
developed the Drive Tourism Program 2000-02 to enhance the experience
of
in rural and regional Queensland.
One of the aims of this
self-drive tourists
initiative was for local governments
and RTOs to make use of the professional
framework provided by the Drive Tourism Program 2000-02 to develop
marketing
tourism in their own regions.326 It is unclear how effective this has been.

the best methods of delivering marketing strategies to grey
based on the information
tourism
sources
they access
and their
for travelling. Part of this review and update should focus on the four
motivations
key elements for developing and sustaining effective tourism-themed
routes:
should

also consider

nomad

?
?
?
?

242.

376

marketing and advertising of the routes
pre-trip planning information
signage along the route
network of attractions along the route.376

While the committee
believes that TQ has been effective in developing
tourism
products
along the major tourism-theme
routes,
exist for the
opportunities
Queensland Government,
local governments
and RTOs to expand on these
Queensland Heritage Trails Network, 2010, Discover More Queensland, retrieved 3 November
2010
from http /www.heritaqatrails.qld.qov.aulattractions/index.html.
QUOORSlandHeritage Trails Network, 2010, Drive Tourism Program 2000-2002,
retrieved 3 November
2010 from http://www.hentagetrails.qld.qov.auldrive.html.
Goondiwindi
Council, Submission No. 64, 2010, p. 1; M Olsen, ·Tourism themed routes: A Queensland
Journal
Marketing, vol. 9, no. 331, 2003, p. 334; Tourism
Queensland,
of Vacation
perspective',
Tourisrn
Action
Plan
to
2012,
3
November
2010
from
retrieved
http://203.210.126.185/dsdweb/v4/apos/web/secureldocs/4116.pdf,p.6.
A Hardy, 'An investigation into the key factors necessary for the development of iconic touring routes',
Journal of Vacation Marketing, vol. 9, no. 314, 2003, pp. 317-318.
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foundations

to offer grey nomads

other experiences

along the route

or

just

off the

route.
Recommendation

The committee
and includes
Ministerial

13:
that Tourism Queensland
reviews
that specifically
targets the grey nomad

recommends
o

section

Responsibility:

Recommendation

Minister

for Tourism

its Drive Tourism

Program

market.

and Fair Trading

14:

The committee
that Tourism Queensland
to regional
recommends
provides
guidance
tourism
on how to build on the foundation
organisations
and local governments
of the

well-established
main

tourism-lhemed

routes

to offer

drive

tourisis

other

experiences

off the

routes.

Ministerial

Economic

Responsibility:

Development

Committee

Minister
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and Fair Troding
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Skills

6

GREY NOMAD SKILLS
EMPLOYM ENT

-

in rural and regional

shortages

AND

Queensland

243.

severe
regional and remote towns in Queensland are experiencing
skill
M
to regional
as
areas."
shortages
workers
employers
struggle to attract
Queensland, skills shortages exist for both professional,
including social work,
a
nursing and engineering,
also remain
and other roles.38o Skills shortages
for
issue
industry."
Severe
brake
the
tourism
as
a
significant
skills shortages act
2
on the potential for economic
growth and prosperity in regional Queensland.3

244.

While

Many

small rural communities
populations
and limited
with ageing
for
have a flow
are
they
not attracting skilled workers,
opportunities
young people
through
locums,
the
or
as
of skilled
people
community
seasonal
workers
" One
businesses
to
identified
by Queensland
contractors
of the strategies
in
assist them in meeting their labour and skilling requirements,
particularly
is increasing the workforce
regional areas,
participation
of mature age people
*
Grey
and tapping into the skills of temporary
visitors, such as grey nomads.3
interested
in
in
time
areas
are
remote
nomads
rural and
of the
spending
many

country.
245.

Grey nomads potentially bring extensive
economic,
social and human capital to
the outback that addresses skills shortages.3"
Benefits include providing services
for regional communities,
as well as utilising the skills of grey nomads.387

Grey nomads
246.

379

aso

sei
382

387

and work

In order

to supplement
their income, some grey nomads become involved with
either voluntary or paid work during their travel. This enables them to supplement
in
their income or to travel more
Many grey nomads volunteer
extensively.3"

Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland,
Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2; P Woodhouse,
Mayor, McKinlay
Shire Council, Public Hearíng Transcript,
Economic
Committee,
Development
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 3, N Searie, Manager of Economic Development. Bundaberg Regional
Council, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 4.
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, nd, State and Territory Skill Shortage
List - Queensland,
Department
Relations,
Canberra,
Employment
of Education,
and Workplace
downloaded on 7 April 2010 from www.workplace.qav.au.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 25.
Chamberof
Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2.
S Kilpatrick,
P Vitartas, M Homisan & S Johns, The mobile skilled workforce: Optimising benefitsfor
Australian Government Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation,
rural communities,
Canberra, June 2010, p. 2.
Chamberaf
Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 11.
R Leonard & J Onyx, Constructing shod episodic volunteering
experiences: Matching grey nomads and
the needs of small country towns, Third Sector Review, vol. 13 no. 2, p. 125; Queensland Tourism
Industry Council, Submission No. 65, 2010, p. 4; B Powell, Submission No. 16, 2010, p. 2; T Covill,
Submission No. 28, 2010, p. 2.
QUGORSland Government,
Submission
No. 87, 2010, p. 25; Queensland Tourism Industry Council,
Submíssion
No. 65, 2010, p. 4; D Gschwind, Chief Executive
Officer, Queensland
Tourism
Industry
Council, Public Hearing Transcript, Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p.
25.

P Vitartas, S Kilpatrick,
for rural

Economic

communities',

Development

S Johns & M Homisan, 'Attracting and retaining mobile skilled workers: Benefits
paper presented to the Sustainable Economic Growth for Regional Australia
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to stay active or to seek new
in remote and regional
development

order

trainers

and volunteers.3

grey nomads
volunteer capacity

some

are

ideas."

They also contribute to community
that lack skilled and unskilled workers,
°
Evidence
presented to the committee
suggests that
in
to
willing
participate
employment,
either in a paid or
areas

in
would be interested
study identified that 60 per cent of participants
in
form
50
that
some
undertaking
paid work
per cent of participants
and
almost
2
However,
would be interested in undertaking voluntary work during their trip.3
more
recent research
suggests that only 22 per cent of participants
would be
interested in voluntary work during their travel.3 3 One trial of linking grey nomads

247.

One

in Townsville
found that there
or volunteering
employment
opportunities
more
than
positions available
grey nomads participating.394 This suggests
in rural areas,
that not all grey nomads or travellers are interested in volunteering
if
be
the various opportunities
were
although some may
available and known,3"
and that grey nomads are not actively looking for work opportunities.

with
were

248.

Submissions

the idea that not all grey nomads are interested in either
indicating that grey nomads were
with some
submitters
voluntary or
not seeking work or were not seeking work in a particular region.3"' One reason
"
for not working was the effect on the pension
sources.
and other income
However, other sources
indicated that grey nomads were either looking for work
in work 3" Grey nomads appear to be more open to employment
or had engaged
that offer lifestyle benefits
or career
opportunities
rather than high income
supported
paid work

2009 National

Conference, 2009, p. 3; Campervan and Motorhome
No.
Club of Australia,
Submission
p. 11; D Lyell, Subrnission No. 25, 2010, p. 1.
P Vitartas. S Kilpatrick, S Johns & M Homisen, 'Attracting and retaining mobile skilled workers: Benefits
for rural communities',
Growth for Regional Australia
to the Sustainable
Economic
paper presented
2009 National Conference, 2009, p. 3.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 11.
J Osborne, Chief Executive
Officer, Campervan
Public Hearing
Club of Australia,
and Motorhome
Economic
Development
Transcript,
Committee,
Brisbane,
20 August 2010, p. 18; J Maddams,
Submission
No. 6, 2010, p. 2; Tony Charters
Mobile
A Potential
Grey Nomads:
and Associates,
Workforce,
Department of Employment and Training and Tourism Queensland, Brisbane, October 2006,
pp. 3-4.
Tony Charters and Associates, Grey Nomads: A Potential Mobile Workforce, Department of Employment
and Training and Tourism Queensland. Brisbane, October 2006, pp. 3-4.
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety
Queensland, Submíssion No. 93, 2010, pp. 13-14.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Depaitment
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 8.
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety - Queensland, Submissíon No. 93, 2010, p. 14.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce. Final report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 20.
Moreton Bay Regional Council, Submission No. 79, 2010, p. 3, B Powell, Submission
No. 16, 2010, p.
2; J Stroud, Submission No. 33, 2010, p. 1; J Lings, Submission No. 7, 2010, p. 1.
J Stroud, Submission No. 33, 2010, p. 1; Tony Charters and Associates,
Grey Nomads: A Potential
Mobile Workforce,
Department
and Training and Tourism Queensland, Brisbane,
of Employment
October 2006, p. 3.
J Maddams, Submission No. 6, 2010, p. 2, Tony Charters and Associates,
Engagíng grey nomads as a
Relations,
Employment
mobile workforce: Final report, Department
of Education,
and Workplace
Brisbane, June 2008, p. 20; C Lapworth,
Submission
No. 44, 2010, p. 2; F Hamer, Submission No. 57,
2010, p. 24; T & F Bischoff, Submission No. 62, 2010, p. 1.
72, 2010,

Geo
Dei

-
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-

Some submissions
opportunities.'°°
stated that they were
not
were
grey nomad employment or volunteering opportunities.*°'

aware

that there

249.

Individuals who were
interested in voluntary work tended to be on longer trips.
The type of work that they were
to was environmental
most attracted
work,
in areas,
working on stations or remote areas,
working with communities
such as
labour, such as building
or
as
or
aged care
child care,
well as manual
gardening.'°2

250.

The committee
in undertaking either
notes that not all grey nomads are interested
However,
it believes that for those
paid or volunteer
work while travelling.
interested in working, there are potential economic and social benefits in doing
SO.

Volunteering
Volunteering

251.

Queensland

that volunteering
suggests
offers a very efficient,
leading
to
increased
mutually
rewarding
and sustainable
social
path
and
benefits.403
If
economic
VOlUnteers have their needs met through volunteering,
they will be more committed and likely to continue volunteering,
if not in the same
position then in other positions
within the same
and they will be
organisation,
likely to take up volunteering

more

contributed
252.

A

approximately

$13.4

positions in the future.
billion to Queensland.'°"

*

In 2006,

volunteering

in the field of volunteering
has been the matching of
concern
research
the
motivations
of volunteers
with
needs
of the organisations
and
they can help.406 Without a match between
the motivations
communities
of
volunteers
and the needs of organisations
and communities,
programs
volunteer
may be seen as being solely for the benefit of volunteers
without much value to
the community
or alternatively
programs may be unable to attract volunteers.407

major

the

253.

Practical

new

400
401

402

403

*
40s

406

407

408

steps to facilitate

good match between organisations
and volunteers
in the design and review of volunteer
volunteers
positions,
that if training is needed for specific tasks then it is provided and that
ensuring
the proper equipment
for the work is provided.
If a position that takes advantage
is not currently
then the
of an individual's
skills and e×perience
available
organisation may need to think of working with the potential volunteer to design a
include

a

involving

position.

"

Campervan
Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 11.
and Motorhome
J Murrell, Submission No. 29, 2010, p. 1; S Adler, Submission No. 50, 2010, p. 1; D Ribbans,
Submission No. 60, 2010, p.1, B Walker, Submission No. 61, 2010, p.1; C Roberts, Submission No.
49, 2010, p. 1.
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety - Queensland, Submission No. 93, 2010, pp. 13-14.
VOllAÍOOfing QUGODSland,Submission No. 81, 2010, p. 1.
R Leonard & J Onyx, 'Constructing short episodic volunteering experiences: Matching grey nomads and
the needs of small country towns', Third Sector Review, vol. 13 no. 2, pp. 121-122,
B Turner,
Deputy
Director-General,
Agriculture,
Food and Tourism,
Department
of Employment,
Economic Development and Innovation, Public Hearing Transcript. Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 40.
A OlyX & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering in outback towns', paper presented
to the lasugural Volunteering Research Symposium, Melbourne,
7-8 March 2006, p. 91.
J OlyX & R Leonard, Grey nomads: The potential for
volunteering in outback towns. paper presented to
the Inaugural Volunteering Research Symposium, Melbourne,
7-8 March 2006, p.91.
J Onyx, R Leonard & H Hayward-Brown,
A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships between
grey comads and rural towns in Australia, University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, p. 10.
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254.

The most direct way of matching volunteers
to the needs of the organisation
may
be to follow the approach of paid work and using a job description to advertise for
financial incentives,
to fit requirements.
However,
without
volunteer
volunteers
to
be
in
description.*°°
the
motivations
need
stated
position

255.

Volunteers

As a
requesting more flexibility in their volunteering.
are
more
non-profit
organisations
options
considering
creative
when
designing
volunteer
roles. This includes job-sharing, virtual volunteering
and
are

increasingly

result,

short-term

Volunteering

volunteering

options.41o

and grey nomads

256.

The skills

and experiences of grey nomads could be effectively used in rural and
through
Community
an
communities
active
regional
volunteering
program.
service and non-profit groups would appreciate the opportunity to work with, and
utilise, the skills of visiting grey nomads to further develop and implement their
respective services. Grey nomads may also be provided with a greater sense
of
worth and belonging."'

257.

The grey nomad

is an attractive
volunteer
group for many non-profit
Queensland."2
Older
benefits
volunteers
offer several
organisations
including maturity, skills, availability,
loyalty and numbers.""
Grey nomads have
in Figure 5, retirees were the largest
a very diverse range of skills.414 As shown
volunteering
group when compared with other employment
groups.415
age group

across

409

410

411
412

413

414

*

R Leonard & J Onyx, 'Constructing shod episodic volunteering experiences: Matching grey nomads and
the needs of small country towns', Third Sector Review, vol. 13 no. 2, p. 122.
R Leonard & J Onyx, "Constructing shod episodic volunteering experiences: Matching grey nomads and
the needs of small country towns', Third Sector Review, vol. 13 no. 2, p. 122.
Bundaberg Regional Council, Submission No. 47, 2010, p. 2.
VOIUDÍeering QUOODSland,Submission No. 81, 2010, p. 1.
A Dingle, Involving older volunteers: A good practice guide, institute for Volunteering
Research, United
Kingdom, 2001, pp. 1-2.
A OlyX, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown
& A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships between
in Austrafía, University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, p. 16.
grey nomads andruraltowns
Australian
Bureau
Voluntary
Australian
Work: Australia,
Catalogue
of Statistics,
number 4441.0,
Government, Canberra, 2006, p. 5.
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5:

Figure

hours

Average

employment,

by

of volunteering
Australia,
2006

gender

and

in

participation

paid

8

i

I

- Males

4

O Females

Employed Full
Time

Employed PartTimt

Unemployed

Labour

force

Retired

Not working

status

Source

Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2007, p. S.

258.

lt appears
that grey nomads
likely to engage
in volunteering
are
if
more
appropriate
projects are available.41e They are likely to do this because of their
interest in having more substantial
contact
with local people, active sociability,
to learn and have new experiences
is
motivation
and the fact that volunteering
their
lives
future
They
to
if
they
are
part of
past
and
plans.417
unlikely
volunteer
'volunteered
A survey of 314 grey nomads
are
identified, as shown in
out'.""
Table 8, several motivations
for volunteering.

Table 9: Grey nomads'

Voluntary

motivations

Work, Australia,

for volunteering,

Type of Motivation
1. Getting
2. Learning

No. 4441.0, Australian

Per cent

to know some

something

for whom important
important

of the locals

67

418

J Onyx, R Leonard,

H Hayward-Brown
& A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships
nomads and rural towns in Australia. University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, p. 14.

J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering
to the Inaugural
Volunteering Research
Symposium,
Melbourne,

Development
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grey

in outback towns', paper presented
7-8 March 2006, pp. 100-101; K
Public Hearíng Transcript, Economic

Kipping, Director, Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia,
Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 23.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering
to the Inaugural Volunteering Research Syrnposium, Melbourne, 7-8
A OlyX & R Leonard,
Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering
to the Inaugural Volunteeríng Research Syrnposium, Melbourne, 7-8
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4. Helping the local town and its surrounds

"

or
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69

416

Canberra,

Australia

3. Using your skills

Source:

Bureau of Statistics,

in outback

towns',
paper presented
March 2006, pp. 100-101.
in outback towns', paper presented
March 2006, p. 101.
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259.

Many grey nomads are willing to undertake volunteer work in areas
where they
Grey nomad volunteering
are prepared to spend some
time.
programs need to
be geared to the grey nomad's desire for learning and new experiences,
their
health and their desire for a minimum of red tape.42

260.

Opportunities

to participate in paid and volunteer
positions in regional and rural
Further, the
should also be made available to people with a disability.
for
disability
to
in
both
a
capacity
people with
contribute
paid and volunteer
be made clear to potential
in regional and rural
positions
should
employers
areas

21

areas.

Volunteering

and towns

261.

Isolated towns appreciate
but the towns
tend to focus on the
grey nomads
benefits rather than the social capital.422 A well planned volunteer
economic
program can help increase the amount
of money spent in a town because the
increases
or the amount
number of g4fey DOmads visiting
of time that they stay is
lengthened.

262.

Efforts

to attract grey nomad volunteers
will need to consider their interests,
desire
townspeople.
There is diversity amongst
their
to
the
the
especially
meet
in
interest
their
to
grey nomads
volunteer.426
and ability

263.

Local

communities
willing to benefit from engaging grey nomads as volunteers
to
be
the proper infrastructure
need
supported in their efforts to ensure
necessary
for volunteering
This
includes
in terms
exists.626
engagement
processes
of
in accordance
recruitment
of potential volunteers
with national
and support
framework,
and
and the existing
standards
regulatory
such as insurance

health and safety.42

workplace
264.

Strategies

to

infrastructure
volunteers.622
owned and run

Elements
265.

419
420

421
422

42a

424

425
426

"
*
*

of

a

improve

grey

nomad

volunteering

should

incorporate

existing

for specialist
to community
and
support
non-profit organisations
Grey nomad volunteers
could be used to maintain
community
tourist attractions.623

successful

grey

nomad

volunteering

program

A successful

including
volunteering
program requires a number of elements,
infrastructure,
or
recruitment
suitable projects
programs,
good relationships,
VOlUnÍ88ting
processes,
accommodation
and preparation.429
pfOjeCÍSShould

F Hamer, Submission No. 57, 2010, p. 24.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering
in outback towns', paper presented
to the Inaugural
Volunteering Research Symposium,
Melbourne, 7-8 March 2006, p. 101.
QUGODSlandGovernment,
Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26.
J OlyX & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering
in outback towns', paper presented
to the inaugural Volunteering Research Symposium, Melbourne, 7-8 March 2006, p. 102.
J Onyx & R Leonard, 'Grey nomads: The potential for volunteering in outback towns', paper presented
to the inaugural Volunteering Research
Symposium, Melbourne, 7-8 March 2006, p. 101.
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown
& A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships between
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia, University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, p. 16.
VOlünteering QUBODSland, Submission No. 81, 2010, p. 1.

VOlUnteeFing QUOODSland,Submission No. 81, 2010, p. 2.
Volunteering Queensland, Submíssíon No. 81, 2010, p. 2.
Slackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 9.
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown,
A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships between
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia, University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, pp. 61-63.
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benefit the entire town rather than a small group within the town. Given that grey
in their work, a number of projects should be offered
prefer flexiblity
in order to provide grey nomads with a number of options. Each
simultaneously
project should have a nominated contact person who works with the grey
nomads,
provides
meets
required
and socialises
equipment,
with the grey
their questions.43°
nomads and can answer
nomads

.

266.

Strong

between the
programs should develop good relationships
There
are
a number
and grey nomads.
of proactive strategies that
be used to achieve this. For instance,
can
local newspapers
and council
can
newsletters
print positive
stories about grey nomads
and their social
that all
contributions,
printing information
about
specific
projects to ensure
participants are well informed and developing informal community events where
volunteering

townspeople

267.

grey nomads

and local people

Volunteering

projects require

can

meet.431

a small group to develop the project and coordinate
A
is needed to ensure
that
stakeholders.
paid or unpaid coordinator
tasks
An
are
body,
occurs.
allocated
completed and communication
auspicing
such as the local council, should provide support in the form of office facilities,
insurance,
health and
web access,
assistance
with legal issues, occupational
safety requirements
and working with children checks. A procedure manual for
32
the volunteering
The committee
that this
program is useful.
acknowledges
would impose a cost on councils.

the other

268.

A local registration point is the key link between grey nomads and the volunteer
The local registration
program.
point should be convenient,
accessible
and
for
the
It
forms,
background
welcoming
grey nomads.
will need registration
information
the various
on
projects and contact details for the organising
A central register for alÍ grey nomad volunteers,
including the details
committee.
have
the
been
of
allocated, is also useful.'33
project they

269.

All promotional
material that aims to recruit grey nomad volunteers should have
telephone
that direct the grey nomad to the registration point.
email and
contacts
This promotional
material could include signs and flyers that are distributed to

pubs, cafes, caravan
parks, visitor information centres and along
travelling routes. Websites, gre nomad blogs and magazines can
*
also be used to promote volunteer programs.
petrol

stations,

grey nomad
270.

430

431

432

Researchers

investigating grey nomad volunteers
programs have suggested that
for grey nomads by
such programs can assist in providing accommodation
or racecourse,
adapting the local showground
costs for staying at
subsidising
free camping
beyond the town limits.
existing caravan
parks and providing

J Onyx, R Leonard,

H Hayward-Brown
&
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia,
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown &
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia,
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown &
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia,
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown &
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia,
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown
&
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia,
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Although many grey nomads are
dump point, water, toilets, showers

self-contained,
and a power

providing
source,

would

facilities,

such

as

a

be beneficial.36

of grey nomad volunteer programs is that detailed preparation
All stakeholders
such as ensuring
should know their roles and formalities,
including
information
the availability
or
an
materials
equipment,
of necessary
be
done
for
to
the
the
a
volunteers.
pack,
clear outline of
work
and orientation

271.

A key requirement
occurs.

Paid employment
272.

and grey nomads

Many employers

concluding that grey nomads represent a rich resource
in
to promote tourism
that can
shortages
and help solve employment
in
Many grey nomads are highly skilled and hold quallfications
regional areas.432
areas
where skill shortages are prominent in regional Queensland.43
are

now

be used

273.

However,

linkages

mechanisms
and support tools do not currently exist to facilitate
between
employers seeking skilled people and the grey nomads

the

and
current employment
payment conditions,

mature age people located in other regions.439 Furthermore,
laws, as well as superannuation
and industrial
and pension
to greater utilisation of grey nomads and create a disincentive
barrier
a
present
for mature age people to seek short-term
These laws
and flexible employment."°
in order to encourage
and facilitate
and provisions
need to be reviewed
employment models for grey nomads in regional areas.441

project identified

of benefits for grey nomads of employment
including meeting people, undertaking a variety of enjoyable work and
programs,
free accommodation
is also a benefit
having a break from travel. In some cases,
for grey nomads. High fuel prices may also provide grey nomads with a motive to
stay and work in various locations.4

274.

A trial

275.

include the
As well as benefits for grey nomads, benefits for their employers
added value provided by life experience, the self-sufficiency
of the grey nomads,
and their strong work ethic. Employers
noted that grey nomads
required little
because
independent
they
had
their
were
own
accommodation.
assistance
and
Additionally, there were no competing demands on the grey nomad's time, which
meant that they were
very reliable and available.**3

276.

There

435

436

437

438
439
440

441

442

""

a

number

with programs that link grey nomads
of difficulties associated
These
difficulties
in contacting grey
include
with paid employment
opportunities.
to
an
nomads using
appropriate method and timeframe
advise them of positions
in
trip
that suit their nomadic lifestyle and
planning. There are also difficulties
developing
low-cost
a
and skills
method
of applicant
profiling,
screening
are

a

number

J Onyx,

R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown
& A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnershíps between
grey nomads and rural towns ín Australia, University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, pp. 61-63.
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown
& A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnershíps between
towns
ín
Australia,
University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, pp. 61-63.
and
rural
grey nomads
Grey Nomads Employment, Submission No. 46, 2010, p. 2.
Chamber for Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2.
Chamber for Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2.
Chamber for Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2; Central Highlands
Regional Council, Submission No. 66, 2010, p. 4.
Chamber for Commerce and Industry Queensland, Submission No. 69, 2010, p. 2.
Tony Charters and Associates, Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 11.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Fínal report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 8.
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Additionally,

find it difficult to maintain
can
employers
regular
that it may be necessary
to make a
nomads. This means
to facilitate firm commitments.
significant investment
of time in communication
The shorter stays preferred by grey nomads can also limit the training options
that an employer
Additionally,
can
there
in
provide."*
may be difficulties
interstate
being
in
The
Queensland.
qualifications
cost of requalifying
accepted
6
to many travellers.
Resolving these difficulties
may be prohibitive
may be
that grey nomads would take jobs
costly. In some towns, there may be concerns
away from local people."
assessment.

contact

with grey

277.

also identified a need for a central contact
point to find out about
in the region and a need for information
positions
on the tax position
of using
As a result, a program to link grey nomads
volunteers
and doing barter deals."'
that enables
with employment
opportunities
would
require a process
grey
details and
nomads to describe their skills, interests,
and contact
availability
to provide details of jobs available,
enables employers
payment options and
details.
Ideally,
the program would include a reminder/notification
contact
system
for grey nomads that would advise them by SMS or email alerts if a job met
certain criteria. A human contact to answer
questions should also be available for
consultation.

278.

Evidence

Grey nomads

to the committee
presented
suggested that grey nomads would be well
suited to particular industries, such as tourism and the type of work opportunities
that this sector may be able to provide. Given that many grey nomads are retired
in casual, seasonal and part-time empfoyment
and travelling, they are interested
in the tourism
are
industry. Some grey
opportunities,
which
readily available
to
fill
in
nomads are also able
supervisory roles
order to allow tourism operators
the opportunity to attend training programs that they would otherwise be unable
to attend because of work commitments.**
It appears that the private sector is

providing
Existing
279.

444

445
446

447

*
449

*

a range

volunteering
A number
Queensland.

of ways to promote the paid work available.450

and employment
of

programs

formal
volunteering
and
Volunteering
Queensland

exist
within
employment
programs
is
developing
a
portal
called
that will be operated
www.tourismvolunteerinq.com.au
as
a
sister
site for
Volunteering
Queensland's
The
tourism portal is a joint partnership
main website.
Government
Queensland and will enable
with the Queensland
and Volunteering
tourism
to volunteer
their time at regional
such as grey nomads,
volunteers,
tourism
An overall benefit for tourism
is the aggregate
events.
capacity for
to seek and promote
tourist
as
a
agencies
volunteering
great
experience
and,

TOny Charters and Associates, Engaging grey
nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 19.
K Leech, No Boundaries, Subroission No. 27, 2010 p. 2.
J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown & A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New
partnerships between
grey nomads and rural towns in Australia. University of Technology, Sydney, January 2010, p. 25.
TOly ChafÍOYS and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 11.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Depaitment
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 16.

Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia,
Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission
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for many people, including grey nomads,
additionally,
Queensland.451
work in regional places across

to find

relevant

voluntary

280.

The

Barcaldine
Grey
Nomads
Volunteer
project is funded through the
Queensland Government's
Blueprint for the Bush program.462 This project has
seen
several community
projects completed that may not have been achieved
" The
the
allow
without
skills of grey nomads.
visiting grey nomad volunteers
community
groups to access
not often available
skills that are
within the
The project allows grey nomads to meet local people and remain
communities.'"
for a longer period of time.'
Evidence presented to the
within the community
committee suggests that this program is successful.456

281.

The Volunteers
for Isolated Students Education program was established
in 1989
to support the education
of students in rural areas,
especially isolated outback
families involved with distance education.
The program is aimed at retired school
teachers who are able to commit six weeks to a family in an isolated area to act
as tutor and assist the children with their school work and assignments.

282.

The 1ndigenous Community
Volunteers
is a non-government
registered charity
that works in partnership
with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
people to
Strait
Volunteers
Torres
Aboriginal
their
and
promote
wellbeing.
work with
Islander
Índividuals,
human
families
on
and
and communities
community
development
projects, The communities control the projects, nominate the type of
The program develops
the
volunteers
required and then select the volunteers.
that the Aboriginal
communities
and Torres Strait Islander people live in and

the chance to live and work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
provides volunteers
Islander people in order to learn about their issues and cultures.458
283.

The

Indigenous
Skills Transfer
Partnership
by the
and Exchange
managed
Seniors Community Foundation links volunteers
to specific projects that
[ndigenous
believe will benefit their members.
In exchange,
the
communities
have
learn
to
Indigenous
an
volunteers
about
culture and experience
opportunity
Australia's outback.459
National

284.

The Outback Links
linking appropriately
include
skills,

451

454
455

456
457
458

459

program
skilled

in Outback
Australia by
aims to reduce isolation
Possible
volunteers
with outback residents.
projects

providing administrative
assistance,
early reading support, handyperson
heavy
cooks, gardeners,
vehicle drivers and computer
skills. All applicants

Volunteering

No.
Queenstand, Submission No. 81, 2010, p. 2; Queensland Government, Submission
87, 2010, p. 27; B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture, Food and Tourism, Department
of
Employment,
Economic
Development
Economic
Innovation,
Public
Hearing
Transcript,
and
Development Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 40.
McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, p. 2; Queensland Government,
No. 87, 2010,
Submission
p. 25.

McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, p. 2.
OUSBOSland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 25.
McKinlay Shire Council, Submission No. 42, p. 2; Queensland

Government,

Submission

No. 87, 2010,

p. 25.
R Butler,
McKinlay

Submission No. 43, 2010, p. 1.
Shire Council, Submission No. 42, p. 2.
Indigenous Community Volunteers,
ICV, Indigenous Community Volunteers, Canberra, nd, retrieved 25
October2010
from http://www.icv.com.aulabout-levi,
p. 1.
National Seniors Australia, nd, INSTEP, National
Brisbane,
Seniors Australia,
retrieved 6 April 2010
from www.nationaiseniors
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interviewed,

are

general
285.

referees are
rule, most placements

contacted
are

and

checks

police

As a

undertaken.

for four weeks.'"°

Local areas
For
that are successful.
may also have volunteering
programs
instance,
to
the
that
evidence presented
at the
states
volunteering
committee
information
in
the
Central
Highlands
has
visitor
centres
region
generally been

successful.
286.

Additionally,

287.

a

of websites
available assist grey nomads to connect
in the regional areas
they are travelling to.462 These include:

number

job

opportunities

?

www.areynomadsemployment.com

?

www.lobsearch.qov.au/harvesttrail

?

www.benext.com.au.463

with

Grey

Nomads Employment
supports the employment
of mature age workers
The organisation
is specifically directed
primarily in regional areas of Australia."
in
a link between
areas
at forming
employers
regional
and travelling
grey
Grey
Nomads
Employment
has
2,000
nomads.
approximately
members
and
between January and mid-August 2010 their website received slightly more than
31,000 hits. The majority of hits were from Australians
(over 30,000), although
there was also interest from New Zealand, United States of America, Ireland and
the United Kingdom.
Evidence presented to the committee
suggests that the
types of positions currently available from Grey Nomads Employment
are
nonprofessional
positions. The positions
parks, art galleries and stores.*"

related

more

to relief

positions

at

caravan

288.

The CMCA has established a section on its website dedicated to employment
on
the road, including
It
includes
links
to
and
paid
established
volunteer work.
that offer paid and unpaid work around the country, as well as oneorganisations
off vacancies.467

289.

QTIC suggests the government expand its 'harvest trail' initiative and map out a
trail for grey nomads
that encompasses
tourism
and hospitality
in
The
development
initiative
for the
areas.
an
occupations
regional
of such
tourism and hospitality industry in Queensland would provide grey nomads with a
clearer understanding
of work opportunities
while travelling and also respond to
seasonal peaks in the tourism industry, including festivals, events and times of
seasonal

J Onyx, R Leonard, H Hayward-Brown.
A Maher, Grey Nomad Volunteers: New partnerships between
Sydney, January 2010, p. 11.
grey nomads and tural towns in Australia, University of Technology,
Central Highlands Regiona] Council, Submission No. 66, 2010, p. 4.

Queensland Government,

463
464
465

466

467

Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26, Moreton Bay Regional Council, Submission
No. 79, 2010, p. 3.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26.
Grey Nomads Employment, Submission No. 46, 2010, p. 1.
Director, Grey Nomads Employment,
K Magoffin,
Publíc Hearing Transcript, Economic
Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August2010,
p. 32.
Director, Grey Nomads Employment,
K Magoffin,
Public Hearing Transcrípt, Economic
Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 33.
Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia, Submission No. 72, 2010, p. 11.
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high tourism demand. *
the horticulture industry.
290.

DET

Grey

Currently,

Nomad

the 'harvest

initiative

trail'

relates

directly

to

This strategy
Employment
Strategy.
to
teaching
short-term
encourages
registered
and retired teachers
undertake
in rural and regional locations throughout
Queensland. '° Partners
opportunities
in the program
of teachers
participating
may be able to work in a paid or
in
the
school
while their partner is teaching."'
volunteer
position
community
TAFE
Queensland
to
teaching
also offers
shortmedium-term
employment
for
industry
opportunities
grey
with
relevant
experience
and
nomads
in their chosen field.472 The Bundaberg Regional Council suggests
qualifications
that this model could be used to enhance healthcare,
social service, such as

the

runs

Teacher

child protection
and community
corrections,
throughout regional Queensland.23
291.

and

land

management

sectors

Skilling

Solutions Queensland
can
assist grey nomads to identify training and
to obtain formal qualifications
through
options, as well as opportunities
learning.
Solutions
has
16
Skilling
Queensland
recognition
customer
of prior
Queensland and has provided training and career
service
centres throughout
information
8,500 Queenslanders
to over
who are of retirement
age since its
inception.474

career

292.

There

host
programs, including a campground
is
DERM
looking
feasibility
the
at
program
and
park volunteer
program.
of
host program,
for western
a campground
establishing
and more
especially
This program
areas
remote
of Queensland.
would utilise the skills of grey
nomads to provide significant support to DERM and enhance the grey nomads'
tourism experience through longer stays and more intensive experience with the
local
This
area.
the
program
could
enhance
presentation,
upkeep
and
maintenance
of campgrounds
and generally provide more extensive campground
support services for other tourists. These could be especially valuable in those
large, remote parks where DERM are unable to provide a regular presence due
are

a

number

of other

possible

a

468

469

470

471

472

OUSODSland Tourism Industry Council, Submission No. 65, 2010, p. 4.
Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010. p. 9; D Gschwind, Chief Executive Officer,
Queensland Tourism Industry Council, Public Hearing Transcript. Economic Development
Committee,
Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 29.
Department
Strategy - 2010: Fact
of Education and Training. 2010, Grey Nomad Teacher Employment
Sheet,
Department
from
Training,
Brisbane,
6 April
2010
of Education
and
retrieved
1;
B
Food
Tourism,
Turner,
Deputy
Director-General,
Agriculture,
ww
p.
and
,
Department
Hearing
Economic
Development
Public
Transcript,
of Employment,
and Innovation,
Economic Development
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 39.
Department of Education and Training. 2010, Grey Nomad Teacher Employment Strategy - 2010: Fact
Sheet,
Department
from
Training,
6 April
Brisbane,
2010
of Education
and
retrieved
www.det.qld.qov.au,
p. 2.
Department of Education and Training. 2010, Grey Nomad Teacher Employment Strategy - 2010: Fact
Sheet,
Department
from
Education
2010
Training,
Brisbane,
6 April
of
and
retrieved
Food and Tourism,
Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture,
www
p. 2; 8 Turner,
Department
Economic
Development
Public Hearing
Transcript,
of Employment,
and Innovation,
Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 40.
Bundaberg
Regional Council, Submission
No. 47, 2010, p. 2; N Searle,
Manager of Economic
Development,
Bundaberg
Regional
Council,
Transcript,
Economic
Development
Public Hearing
Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 4.
B Turner, Deputy Director-General,
Agriculture,
Food and Tourism,
Department
of Employment,
Economic
Development
and innovation, Public Hearíng Transcript, Economic Development Committee,
Brisbane. 20 August 2010, p. 39.
,
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to relatively

low staffing
levels.""
Currently, most volunteer
are
arrangements
hoc
basis.
However,
a
a more
casual, ad
undertaken
structured
program
would enable grey nomads to actively engage in wildlife conservation,
cultural
heritage, rehabilitation, environmental
monitoring and asset maintenance work.476
on

293.

The

nomad
may include highly trained health professionals
population
to the communities
they visit. For example,
whose skills could be beneficial
Queensland
Health is currently
the feasibility
an
examining
of establishing
internal, state-wide
locum management
that would
nursing/midwifery
service
provide support to Queensland Health's rural and remote facilities."'

294.

Other workforce
Enhancement
models include the Allied Health Professional
Program,
development
which is focused on providing professional
opportunities
in the bush, as well as locum programs for doctors. Persons who are travelling
through Queensland
with appropriate
may be able to
skills and registration
become
in
a
such
participate
programs
and therefore
viable
workforce
Queensland Health is continuing to examine
innovative workforce
alternative.
solutions for rural and remote areas.""

295.

Under the Skilling Queenslanders
for Work initiative,
DEEDI funds an Industry
Liaison Officer with QTlC whose role is to promote mature age strategies in the
tourism and retail sectors across
Queensland. This officer has done some work
in promoting the workforce utilisation of grey nomads.""
As well as promoting the
benefits of employing
individuals
to
the program also
mature
employers,
age
to
the
to
mature
seeks
provide
confidence
re-engage with the
age people with
°
is
QTIC
to
funding
this
workforce.
currently seeking
extend
program.

296.

Some

that volunteering
suggest
submissions
and employment
programs
indicate
have
had limited success.482
that
they
successful'"
while others

297.

The committee

grey

are

concludes that there are several existing or proposed grey nomad
does not see the need
and
employment
volunteering
programs. The committee
to introduce
However,
a further
the committee
generic state-wide
program.
development
the
Queensland-wide
supports
and establishment
of
programs for
It
Government's
investigation of the
specific skills sets.
supports the Queensland
in the specific areas
hosting, environmental
need for programs
of campground
management,

298.

The

299.

Many

as

well as nursing

and midwifery.

investigate the
that the Queensland Government
committee
recommends
benefits of a program in social service
areas,
such as child protection
and
in a similar manner
that operates
to the Grey Nomad
community
corrections,
Teacher Employment Strategy.
of the volunteer

are
and employment
programs
recently established
and
The committee
on their success
or otherwise.
also
Government
content
evaluation
of all Queensland

is little available
data
a process
recommends
and

there

475
476
477

478

*
480

481
482

Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 27.
QUOODSland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 27, F 1-lamer, Submission No. 57, 2010, p. 24.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26.
OUOenSiand Government,
Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26.
Queensland Government, Submission No. 87, 2010, p. 26.
D Gschwlnd, Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Tourism Industry Council, Public Hearing Transcript,
Economic Development Committee, Brisbane, 20 August 2010, p. 28.
R Butler, Submission No. 43, 2010, p. 1 Vialink, Submission No. 67, 2010, p. 2.
P Wright, Submission No. 56, 2010, p. 1; B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1.
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run

or

funded

the evaluation

employment and volunteer
to be tabled in Parliament.

The committee

300.

programs

targeted

at grey nomads

with

may be many benefits to communities
of local
However,
if
the
believes
that,
these
volunteering
programs.
committee
programs
are going to meet local needs, they should be run at a local level. The committee
recognises that local communities
may require support to achieve this. Therefore,
local
the committee
Queensland
Government
the
support
recommends
to
develop
local
Part
communities
and volunteer
employment
programs.
of this
include
best
the
development
a
support could
of
practice guide.
notes

15:

Recommendation

The committee
recommends
of a grey nomad
employment
and community
corrections,
Teacher
Strategy.
Employment

Ministerial

that there

the Queensland

in social
program
that operates
in

Treasurer,

Responsibility:

Recommendation

that

Minister

investigates

GOYernment
a

the benefits

such as child protection
to the Grey
Nomad
manner

areas,

service

similar

for Employment

and Economic

Development

16:

The committee

Government
that the Queensland
a process
recommends
and
conducts
Government
funded
run
or
content
and
employment
evaluation
of all Queensland
targeted
in
to be fabled
volunteer
programs
at grey
nomads
with the evaluation
Parliament.

Ministerial

Treasurer,

Responsibility:

Recommendation

for Employment

and Economic

Development

17:

The

committee
recommends
governments
and communities
Part of this support could include

Ministerial

Minister

Responsibility:

local
Government
Queensland
supports
local employment
programs.
and volunteer
the development
of a best practice
guide.

the
that
to develop

Treasurer,

Minister

for Employment

and

Economic

Development

Timeframes
301.

Grey nomads

of

302.

483

that

in a trial employment
participated
project indicated that they
of upcoming positions, start dates and details of what the
positions would involve and whether motorhomes
could be housed close to or
This
important
better
to
trip
was
on-site.
allow
planning and to juggle other
holiday objectives and priorities, such as visiting family in the region. Timeframes
would

one

like more

to three

notice

months

notice

indicated

as

ideal.

Grey nomads are quite likely to change their plans en-route for various reasons
and as such can require ongoing liaison to ensure
realisation of the employment
Flexibility
from
the
be
in the lead up to
opportunity.
required
employer
may
the work
However,
once
they have commenced
commencing
placement.

Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging
of Education, Employment and Workplace

Economic

were
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grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Department
Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 11.
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and
nomaÀskills

employment

they

employment

contribute
Communicating
303.

would

with

be highly
for which they are

seem

to the organisation

to

dependable
working.484

material with RV registration
for grey nomads.494

305.

487

488
489

490
491

492

493
494

495

496
497

renewals

3

or to

A common
suggestion was to use visitor information centres.495 Given that visitor
information centres are normally the first point of call for grey nomads, this may
be one way of providing a central contact point for grey nomads interested in
This could be
either
undertaking
paid or volunteer
work opportunities.496
by providing signage placed near tourist
complemented
indicates that volunteers were required in the community.

486

to

Given the range of programs that currently
exist for grey nomads who are
interested in either votunteer or paid work, there may be an issue with publicising
these
The
a
opportunities
COmmittee
received
number
of
effectively.485
how
to
on
suggestions
communicate
appropriately
with grey nomads regarding
included
These
volunteer
and paid work opportunities.
suggestions
using
"'
490
the CMCA'"
websites,
magazines,
and other clubs,489
and radio.491
Another suggestion was to advertise via the state motoring body, in this case the

304.

485

keen

very

grey nomads

RACQ,'"2 to send out promotional
publish a seasonal work calendar

*

and

information

signs

that

The

heard evidence
that the lack of a consistent
committee
approach across
Queensland
difficulties
created
when grey nomads were attempting to find paid

Tony Charters and Associates, Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce: Final report, Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p.9.
J Williams, Submission
No. 17, 2010, p. 1.
M Harvey, Submission No. 1, 2010, p. 1; G Hardy, Submission
No. 4, 2010, p. 1; G & M Clifton,
Submission No. 20, 2010, p. 1; K Leech, No Boundaries,
Submission
No. 27, 2010, p. 2; S Adler,
Submission
No. 50, 2010, p. 1; Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council, Submission No. 71, 2010, p. 10; F
Hamer, Submíssíon No. 57, 2010, p. 24; North Burnett Regional Council, Submission
No. 74, 2010, p.
4.
M Harvey,

Submission No. 1, 2010, p. 1; A Schimmel,
Submission
No. 23, 2010, p. 1; G & M Clifton,
Submission No. 20, 2010, p. 1; D Lyell, Submission No. 25, 2010, p.1; M Bridges, Submission No. 31,
2010, p. 1; K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1; B & E Staer, Submission
No. 70, 2010, p. 2;
North Burnett Regional Council, Submission
No. 74, 2010, p. 4.
M Harvey, Submission
No. 1, 2010, p. 1; A Schimmel, Submission
No. 23, 2010, p. 1.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce Final report, Department
Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 21; B Powell, Submission
of Education,
No. 16, 2010, p. 2: B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1.
D Lyell, Submission No. 25, 2010, p. 1; K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1.
Tony Charters and Associates,
Engaging grey nomads as a mobile workforce Final report, Department
Employment and Workplace Relations, Brisbane, June 2008, p. 21; D Lyell, Submission
of Education,
No. 25, 2010, p. 1, K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1.
D Lye||, Submission No. 25, 2010, p. 1.
K Everton, Submission No. 48, 2010, p. 1.
Mackay Tourism, Submission
No. 73, 2010, p. 4; North Burnett Regional Council, Submission No. 74,
2010, p. 4.
D Hare, Submissíon No. 9, 2010, p. 1; I Miller, Subrnission No. 18, 2010, p. 2; G & M Clifton.
Submission
No. 20, 2010, p.1; D Lyell, Submission
No. 25, 2010, p.1; R Robertson, Subrnission
No.
26, 2010, p. 2; R Robertson,
Submission No. 26, 2010, p. 2; Blackall-Tambo
Regional Council,
Submission
No. 71, 2010, p. 10; B Leslie, Submission No. 63, 2010, p. 1; Vialink, Submission No. 67,
2010, p. 2.
D Hare, Submission No. 9, 2010, p. 1.
R Robertson,
Submission No. 26, 2010, p. 2;
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voluntary
work.'"" This meant that individuals ceased looking for volunteering
This could be resolved by providing jobs at a central point.6°°
work.'
or

range of methods that can be used to
to grey nomads in
communicate
and paid employment opportunities
Given that many of the positions
are
a cost-effective
manner.
available in local
include
Government
the committee
areas,
that the Queensland
recommends
information
nomad
grey
about
methods
of communicating
with potential
in a booklet
developing
best practice
volunteers
regarding
grey nomad
17).
employment and volunteering
programs (refer to Recommendation

306.

The committee

Recommendation
The

recommends

the various

booklet

methods

are

a

that the Queensland
by which local councils

regarding

incÍudes

Government

information

and other

volunteer
and employing
in a
to grey
employment
nomads

for
communicate
opportunities
developing
best practice
grey nomad

can

organisations

that there

18:

committee

about

concludes
volunteering

employment

and volunteering

programs.
Ministerial

Responsibility:

Treasurer,

Minister

for Employment

and

Economic

Development

Incentives
307.

Several

submissions
suggested that grey nomads should be encouraged to use
in rural and
by undertaking
paid work or volunteering
opportunities
The
included
incentives
the
broad
areas.
was
regional
range of possible
and
free
for
or
the
or
caravan
provision
subsidised
accommodation
of
gre nomad's
fuel,6
local
to
access
motorhome,so1
reducing registration
attractions,"°2 cheaper
fees,
and waiving maximum stay restrictions."

their

skills

308.

Additionally,

309.

As

496
499

501

502

504
"°"
506

507

Sos

to
several submissions
suggested that any financial encouragement
in
be
in
have
to
the
or
participate
would
employment
volunteering
opportunities
form that does not impact on grey nomads' pension entitlements
or provide
a
In some cases,
tax incentive."°'
grey nomads would need to complete a certain
in order to qualify for the incentive.6°"
number of hours of volunteering
well
committee

to the
incentives,
tangible
some
provided
providing
evidence
and
suggested that grey nomads would respond well to volunteering

as

F Hamer, Submission
No. 57, 2010, p.24; Vialink, Submission No. 67, 2010, p. 2.
F Hamer. Submission No. 57, 2010, p. 24.
Dalby Visitor Information Centre, Submission No. 85, 2010, p. 3.
T McTigue, Submíssion No. 2, 2010, p. 1, K Court, Submission No. 3, 2010, p. 1; W Dakin, Submission
No. 5, 2010, p. 1; J Maddams, Submission No. 6, 2010, p. 2; T Covill, Submission No. 28, 2010, p. 2;
Etheridge Shire Council, Submission
No. 45, 2010, p. 2; N Turner, Submission No. 55, 2010, p. 1; A
Lindsay, Submission No. 58, 2010, p. 1; Dalby Visitor lnformation Centre, Submission No. 85, 2010, p.
3; P Wright, Submission No. 56, 2010, pp. 1-2; A Tesch, Submission No. 24, 2010, p. 24; L Smith,
Submíssíon No. 19, 2010, p. 2.
T McTigue, Submission No. 2, 2010, p. 1; N Turner, Submission No. 55, 2010, p. 1.
K Court, Submission No. 3, 2010, p. 1; B Stone, Submission
No. 39, 2010, p. 1; N Turner, Submission
No. 55, 2010, p. 1; P Elbourne, Submission No. 15, 2010, p. 1.
B Stone, Submission No. 39, 2010, p. 1.
T Covill, Submission
No. 28, 2010, p.2.
J Murrell, Submission No. 29, 2010, p. 2; Home Hill Chamber of Commerce, Submission
No. 82, 2010,
No. 58, 2010, p. 1.
p. 6; A Lindsay, Submission
Etheridge Shire Council, Submission No. 45, 2010, p. 2; Home Hill Chamber of Commerce,
Submission
No. 82, 2010, p. 6.
B Stone, Submission No. 39, 2010, p. 1.
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employment
opportunities
that
personal
satisfaction
employment opportunities.
310.

by being
result

could

benefits
reminded
of psychological
from participating
in volunteering

and
and

The

are an important
committee
concludes that incentives
component
of grey
It
information
that
nomad employment
and volunteering
recommends
programs.
Government's
booklet regarding
about incentives be included in the Queensland
developing
best practice grey nomad employment
and volunteering
programs
(refer to Recommendation
17). This information
should also provide some
guidance on the costs of providing incentives to grey nomads,
such as fringe
benefits tax.

Recommendation

19:

The

that the Queensland
Government
includes
information
committee
recommends
for
about the various incentives
available
grey nomad
employment
and volunteering
in its booklet
developing
best practice
programs
regarding
grey nomad
employment
and volunteering
programs.
Ministerial

"*

C Roberts,

Economic

Treasurer,

Responsibility:

Submission

Development

Minister

for Employment

and

Economic

Development

No. 49, 2010, p. 1.
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PART

7 - SUMMARY

Characteristics

of grey nomad

tourism

Tourism

311.

plays an important role in the Queensland
economy,
creating demand
different
industries,
including
across
a range of
and generating
employment
hospitality, retail trade and transport.
Tourism
is important for regional areas.
In
2009, domestic overnight visitors spent an estimated $15.7 billion in Queensland,
with over half this expenditure (58 per cent) in regional areas of Queensland.

312.

Tourism,

however, can also have negative impacts for communities
that host
visitors, including environmental
(litter, pollution, overfishing) and overuse of local
services (water and waste disposal). It is important that a balanced
assessment
to ensure
the net benefits of tourism are maximised.
of tourism occurs

313.

If population trends can predict the size of the grey tourism market, it is likely to
to grow. The over
65 age group in Australia is likely to increase from
continue
2.6 million (13 per
in
2004
to 5.2 milfion (26 per cent) by 2050. Based on
cent)
trends,
this
the grey tourism market in general may also
that
existing
suggests
to
increases.
the
as
continue
grow
number of older Australians

314.

The seniors
travel market is not homogenous
and has many sub-groups.
Characteristics
include
that
their level of income, age,
can
of grey nomads
vary
'nomadic'
travel
health and preferred
preferred activities,
previous
experience,
locations and destinations.

315.

Grey nomads
differ from other tourists
Australian
grey nomads do not stay at
instead travel through many locations.

316.

in that
a

single

they tend
destination

to take

longer

for long periods

trips.
but

The economic benefits of tourism are not spread evenly across
a jurisdiction, but
to be concentrated
in particular areas.
Grey nomad tourism is especially
important for rural and regional communities,
likely to
are
as grey nomads
more
visit these areas and spend time exploring them than other tourists.
tend

Contributions
317.

of grey nomads

The economic
spend
while

Expenditure
commodities
employment,

of tourism will depend not only on the amount visitors
but the differing
composition
of their
expenditure.
by visitors
to economic
the
as
will not equate
contribution
by
in
their
to
tourists
differ
consumed
ability
generate
will
and goods and services.
contribution

travelling

318.

The average daÍly spends indicate that grey nomads appear to have a lower than
daily expenditure
However,
than domestic
tourists generally.
average
grey
have
distribution
a
nomads' expenditure pattern will generally
wider geographical
and span a longer duration of time than an average domestic overnight tourist. It
is therefore
to assume
dollars
that their tourism
reasonable
will have a
impact on the communities
they visit and on Queensland
as a
considerable
whole.

319.

For a number of small rural and regional communities,
grey nomads are ]ikely to
be an important
In these circumstances,
the
component
of inbound tourism.
effect of grey nomad spending may represent a significant contribution
and have
a larger impact than for other host communities.
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320.

Athough

through
grey nomads may have positive impacts on host communities
benefit may be
spending whilst travelling, their net economic
lower than for other types of visitors due to the self-sufficient
nature of their
However,
increase
in tourism
travel.
an
also has flow-on
effects for host
diversification
improving
as
such
social and cultural
communities,
economic
and

their

consistent

outcomes.

321.

322.

to rural
benefits
not only
economic
and regional
provide
but
they
communities
may also generate social and cultural benefits. Through
increased
use
and facilities,
of services
grey nomads
may also enable local
and
councils and tourist operators to invest funds in improving local infrastructure
attractions, which has flow-on effects for the whole community.

Grey

nomads

The main difficulty
on

in assessing

this niche tourism

the impact

of grey nomads

is the lack of statistics

market.

Infrastructure
323.

The Queensland
Government
plays an important role in encouraging grey nomad
infrastructure.
The Queensland
tourism through the provision
of appropriate
Government
developed
the Tourism Action Plan to 2012 in conjunction with the
industry. This plan provides
tourism
to guide the Queensland
a framework
Government's
to
tourism
development.
contribution

324.

Tourism

325.

The

326.

facilities
when
need for medical
age people
may have a greater
for health planners
when
with younger age groups. This is relevant
health
their
infrastructure
the
as
considering
and service needs of grey nomads
to those
are
and,
similar
of the rest of the older population
requirements
they may also have a higher demand for health facilities, pharmacies,
therefore,
and health information than other travellers.

10 tourism
for Queensland's
opportunity
plans are being finalised
improve
The
to
the
to
infrastructure
ability of
regions.
need
provide services and
the region to service
including drive
the needs of current
and future visitors,
tourists such as grey nomads, is a key priority in the tourism opportunity plans.

in campervans
that grey nomads
to
including
access
potable water
require
and motorhomes
in
that,
The state
disposal
government
understands
and rubbish
points.
it has a significant role to play in ensuring this
partnership with local government,
infrastructure
is adequate so that grey nomads continue to travel to remote and
local
However,
on
this often places
a burden
areas
regional
of the state.
facilities.
these
which maintain
governments

Queensland

Government

acknowledges
specific infrastructure,

Mature

compared

327.

Queensland Health states that its extensive network of health facilities, including
164 hospitals, of which 123 are located in rural and remote areas,
and a range of
healthcare
facilities,
for
primary and other
provide adequately
grey nomads.

328.

The committee
believes that an education
Health, local health centres
and with the
educating grey nomads on the importance
they carry enough medication
undertaking a first aid course.

329.

Economic

Caravan

through Queensland
run
campaign
help of GPs, has a role to play in
of pre-trip health checks,
ensuring
as well as considering
and their health summaries,

important

role
play an important
tourism
part of Queensland's

Development
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·

that

a variety of accommodation
types should be available to meet the different
needs of grey nomads. The committee
suggests that there is a need to provide
for grey nomads who would prefer to free camp, but that this
accommodation
should not be at the expense of commercial operators, given that they also are
important providers of accommodation
for grey nomads.

330.

The

to

331.

that

in some

it may be difficult for local
free
governments
of
operations.
camping on commercial
The committee
therefore
DERM's
for its development
supports
of
suggestion
tools and practical templates
to assist local governments
with land management
plans when offering trust land for caravan
parks and camping.
notes

committee

circumstances

the impact

assess

If local councils provide basic camping facilities for grey nomads, councils need
to appropriately
the potential to charge a fee for
cost these facilities to determine
usage. The imposition
of such a fee would allow councils to better regulate

demand for facilities
Marketing

and allow councils

to service

the

areas

on

a

regular basis.

and promotion

332.

TQ promotes
Queensland
destination
to interstate
as a holiday
and overseas
travellers.
TQ's
the
marketing
strategy
emphasises
variety
of tourism
be
found
in
that
to
tourists
based
can
Queensland
experiences
and markets
all
looking
for
the
their
on
they are
demographic
experiences
rather than
profile.

333.

Marketing

targeting grey nomads must consider the experiences
they
strategies
the
infrastructure
information
they
the
sources
access
use,
they
seeking,
and
the reasons
why they travel. Marketing messages targeting grey nomads should
identify
the different
grey nomad identities
grey nomads
and also portray
engaging in a variety of activities that reflect the socialising
and adventurous
aspects of grey tourism in rural and regional Queensland.
are

334.

With the numbers
Caravan
of visitors who attend the Brisbane
and Camping
Show, the committee
that this provides an opportunity for TQ, as well
concludes
as local governments
and RTOs, to market effectively to the grey nomad tourism
market.

335.

In order to promote and market Queensland's
to
rural and regional destinations
the grey nomad market, the Queensland
Government
must have a thorough
of how and where grey nomads obtain their travel information.
understanding

336.

The

believes
that a joint marketing
in
committee
councils
strategy between
the efficient and effective
use
will ensure
of resources
and funds.
However,
local governments
tourism
may require
and
marketing
expertise
leadership to achieve this. The committee
leadership
the
supports
continued
role
it
Queensland,
as
of TQ in marketing
and promoting
rural and regional
demonstrates
through its tourism opportunity plans, and the work of RTOs.

regions

337.

Economic

One strategy
drive tourism

for attracting

grey nomads and other members
of the selfis
the
tourism-themed
use
market
routes,
of
which
initiatives
that direct tourists through a
combine
marketing
and development
'corridor-style'
driving experience. TQ markets nine major tourism-themed
routes
throughout Queensland. The effectiveness
of this marketing strategy is unclear,
as these routes
are often reliant on motorways.
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Grey nomad

skills

and employment

338.

Many regional and remote towns in Queensland are experiencing
severe
skill
Severe skill
shortages as employers struggle to attract workers to regional areas.
growth and prosperity in
shortages act as a brake on the potential for economic
Queensland.
regional

339.

One

identified by Queensland
businesses
to assist them in
strategies
labour
in
is
their
meeting
and skilling requirements,
particularly
regional areas,
increasing the workforce
into
tapping
the
participation of mature age people and
skills of temporary
visitors, such as grey nomads. Grey nomads potentially bring
social and human capital to the outback that addresses
extensive economic,
skills shortages. In order to supplement their income, some grey nomads become
involved in either voluntary or paid work during their travel.

340.

If volunteering
programs are going to meet local needs, they should be run at a
local level. The committee recognises that local communities
may require support
to achieve
this. Therefore,
the committee
the Queensland
recommends
Government
local
develop
local
to
support
and
communities
employment
volunteer
programs. Part of this support could include the development
of a best

of the

practice
341.

342.

guide.

The committee

range of methods that can be used to
to grey nomads in
communicate
volunteering
and paid employment
opportunities
Given
the
a cost-effective
that many of
manner.
positions are available in local
the committee
Government
include
areas,
that the Queensland
recommends
information
about
methods
grey nomad
of communicating
with potential
in a booklet
best
developing
volunteers
practice
grey nomad
regarding
employment and volunteering
programs.
concludes

Incentives

are

volunteering

programs.
be included

incentives
developing

an

that there

are

important

a

of grey nomad
component
The committee
that
recommends
in the Queensland
Govemment's

employment
information

and
about

booklet

regarding
and volunteering
programs.
grey nomad employment
This information
should also provide some
guidance on the costs of providing
incentives to grey nomads, such as fringe benefits tax.
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APPENDIX

A-ADVERTISEMENT
SUBMISSIONS

CALLING

FOR

INGUIRY INTO DEVELOPING GUEENSLAND'S
RURAL AND REGIONAL COMMUNITIES
THROUGH GREY NOMAD TOURISM
The Economic Developnient eenimittee,
an ali-party commluee
of
the QueenslandParliament, is calling for submissionsto its inquiry
into developing Queensland'srural and regional communities
through grey nomad tourism.
Further information is available in the committee's issues paper
available from www.parliament.qld.gov.auledt or 1800 504 022,
Pleasesend your submissionsby 28 May 2010 to:
The ResearchDirector, Economic Development Committee
Parliament House,George Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
Evan Moorhead MP

Chair
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D - ADVERTISEMENT
HEARING

NOTICE OF PUBLIC

FOR PUBLIC

HEARING

The QueenslandParliament's Economic Development
Committee invites the public to observe the proceedings
at a hearing for its inquiry into developing Queensland's
rural and regional areas through grey nomad tourism at:
8.30am to 3.30pm
Time
Date

Friday,20 August 2010

Place

ParliamentaryAnnexe,
Undumbi Room, Alice St.

RSVP by 16 August

Economic

Development

Committee

on

(07) 3406 7486
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Queensland
Government
Hon GeofF Wilson
Member for Femy Grove

Ml174497

Minister

for Heâltil

MO: 11000653

5 MAY 2011
Mr Neil Laurie
The Clerk of the Parliament
Parliament House
George Street
BRISBANE
QLD 4000

Dear Mr Laurie
I write in relation to a letter dated 17 February 2011, from Mr Evan Moorhead MP, regarding the
Economic Development
Committee's
Report No. 5, Inquityinto
developing Queensland's rural and

regional communities

through grey nomad tourism.

This

Report recommends
delivering
an
education

that

1 apologise for the delay in responding.

Health investigate the merits of coordinating
and
local
health
be delivered
through
centres
and
to people intending
on travelling to, or already
visiting,

Queensland

campaign
advice

to

general practitioners, to provide
these areas of Queensland.

been adopted by Queensland Health and over the next nine months, the
Health Partnerships
Unit, together with General Practice Queensland, will
develop a community awareness
to
assist peopÍe to adequately plan for trips, particularly
program
to rural and remote parts of Queensland. The Program will focus on encouraging
people to see
before
travelling,
to:
their usual general practitioner

This recommendation.has
Primary and Community

?

have

?

ensure

a

carry written health summaries.

The Program

a

health assessment;
their medication

supplies

are

adequate for their trip duration;

w ll also include the advice that travellers

should

ensure

and

their first-aid

knowledge

is

current.

Should you have any queries regarding
to you, my Office will be pleased to assist you
.my advice
be
and can
contacted on telephone 3234 1190
Yours sincerely

LSON MP
for
MillÎSÍSF
HealÍll

GEOFF

Levet29
:47-263Charlottestreet Brisbane 4000
GPOBox48 Brisbane
Q.ueEDSËBnd
4001 AU5tralla
Telepilone+61732341291
Facsinlite +617 3229 4731
EmaR bealth@ministedat.qld.gov.au
ABN 65 959 415 158
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CEO 4

RECOGNITION OF LONG SERVING
EMPLOYEES GENERAL POLICY

Responsible Officer: MJP Pitt – Chief Executive Officer
Report prepared by: MJP Pitt – Chief Executive Officer

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with guidelines for the
recognition of long serving employees.
2

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

The draft policy was developed and presented to a recent
MEG/Leadership Group meeting. In regard to Consultation, the draft
policy was forwarded to all staff attached to their individual pay slips for
any comments or feedback.
3

CORPORATE/OPERATIONAL PLAN

Outcome 3
4

Organisational Capability

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Policy is developed to give guidance on the recognition of long serving
employees and to formalize action already undertaken such as the
certificates of service issued at the end of 2010.
5

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Local Government Act 2009
6

RISK MANAGEMENT

Ensure that all statutory policies are in place in accordance with the Act
and Regulations.
10

OFFICER’S COMMENTS/CONCLUSION

Draft policy attached for Council’s consideration. Council discussed this
issue at the May General meeting with looking at certain initiatives such
as “worker of the week”.

197

Opportunities are continually sought for recognition of staff when and
where appropriate. For example, Council’s cadet engineer has been
nominated and his nomination accepted for the Queensland Disaster
Heroes awards. The outcome from this award is yet to be announced.
An initiative that Council may wish to consider is the “Mayoral
Achievement Award”. This award would focus on customer service and
would again be presented at the end of year function so recognition is
given to the successful staff member(s) in front of all their peers. Simply
put, each Directorate would nominate a staff member for the award and
the award would not be presented if there was not an applicant who
could clearly demonstrate outstanding customer service. Included in this
process would be an annual North Burnett award for the
Trainee/Apprentice of the year.
11

ATTACHMENTS


Draft General Policy Recognition of Long Serving Employees

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that Council adopt General Policy Recognition of
Long Serving Employees
North Burnett Regional Council institutes the Mayoral Achievement
Awards to be presented at the conclusion of each Calendar year.
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DRAFT FOR CONSIDERATION
General Policy

Policy Title:

Recognition of Long Serving Employees

Policy No:
Policy Subject:

Human Resources

Directorate:
Department:

Executive Services
Human Resources

Responsible Officer:
Authorised by:

Chief Executive Officer
North Burnett Regional Council

Version

Decision Number/Council
meeting or CEO Approval

Decision Date

History

1
2
3
4

Authorities: Local Government Act 2009

INTRODUCTION:
This Policy recognises the importance of long serving employees to maintaining an effective
and efficient Council workforce. The contribution made by such employees to the ongoing
operation of the Council and therefore the community is significant and worthy of
recognition.
OBJECTIVES:
To give recognition to employees who have attained long periods of continuous
employment, or upon retirement after a long period of service with North Burnett Regional
Council or another Local Government.
POLICY STATEMENT:
Council employs many employees who have provided the community with continuous
service extending over ten (10) years. This long‐service is recognised by Council as
beneficial to both the organisation and the community through the retention of the
corporate memory as well as the facilitator of positive employee morale and organisational
effectiveness.

1 of 3
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DRAFT FOR CONSIDERATION
It is Council Policy that such employment is formally recognised and publically
acknowledged in a manner befitting the level of dedication shown by those long serving
employees.
POLICY:
Long service awards shall be presented to employees who have attained ten (10) years of
service and thereafter upon completion of each additional five (5) year period of service.
It is not a requirement that the period of service be continuous. It is not a requirement that
the employee be employed solely by the North Burnett Regional Council for the full
duration; however, they must have been continuously in the employment of Local
Government.
A term of absence by an employee on maternity leave will be included as part of the term of
service for the purposes of this policy.
Long service awards shall consist of a Long Service Medal and Framed Long Service
Certificate.
All employees will, as soon as practicable after the period of service is attained, be invited to
receive the award at the combined staff Christmas function, or a Council meeting or other
function which may be more mutually convenient.
A current employee who has, at the time of adoption of this policy, attained the required
years of service will receive their award retrospectively. (e.g. an employee who has
completed 27 years of service will receive a 25 year service award as soon as practicable)
Employees who have completed at least fifteen (15) years of service shall, upon retirement
from the workforce, receive an appropriate gift, as determined by the Chief Executive
Officer, to be presented by the Mayor or Mayor’s Representative as soon as practicable
after notice of the employees’ intention to retire.
RESPONSIBILITY:
This Policy is to be implemented by the Human Resources Officer through the Management
Executive/Leadership Group.
This Policy is reviewed internally for applicability, continuing effect and consistency with
related documents and other legislative provisions at least every two (2) years.

2 of 3
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DRAFT FOR CONSIDERATION
Appendix A
Definitions
‘Continuous Service’ is defined as employment with North Burnett Regional Council or its
predecessor Councils or another Local Government that has not been interrupted by
termination of any kind.
‘Application’ This Policy applies to all employees who are currently employed by Council
and have completed a period of continuous services in excess of ten (10) years except for
periods of maternity, sick leave or the like.

3 of 3
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CEO 5

Conference and Training Sessions 2011

Responsible Officer: Mark Pitt – Chief Executive Officer
Report prepared by: Mark Pitt – Chief Executive Officer

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to appoint delegates to attend Conference
and Training Sessions for June – August 2011.
2

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

The following resolutions were adopted at Councils Policy and Strategy
Meeting held in Eidsvold Tuesday, 1 February 2011:
Cr KS Wendt OAM BEM moved and Cr PJ Huth seconded: That Cr JE
Jensen, Cr PW Francis and Director of Technical Services, RJ Smith be
appointed as delegates to the 7th Annual Australian Roads Summit with
Council meeting the normal cost of attendance.
CARRIED
Cr PW Francis moved and Cr PW Lobegeier seconded: That Cr JE
Jensen, Cr PJ Huth and Cr PW Lobegeier be appointed as delegates to
the 2011 Local Government Infrastructure and Planning Symposium with
Council meeting the normal cost of attendance.
CARRIED
Cr PW Lobegeier moved and Cr KS Wendt OAM BEM seconded: That
Cr PJ Huth and CR FO Whelan be appointed as delegates to the
Economic and Regional Development Conference with Council meeting
the normal cost of attendance.
CARRIED
Cr PJ Huth moved and Cr KS Wendt OAM BEM seconded: That That Cr
JE Jensen and Chief Executive Officer, MJP Pitt be appointed as
delegates to the Australian Local Government Association - National
General Assembly with Council meeting the normal cost of attendance.
Further, Council amend the General Meeting from Tuesday, 21 June
2011 to Thursday, 23 June 2011 with this meeting also being designated
for the adoption of the 2011 – 2012 Budget
CARRIED
3

CORPORATE/OPERATIONAL PLAN

Outcome 3 – Organisational Capability
5

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Local Government (Operations) Regulation 2010
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6

CONSULTATION

Report presented and adopted at Councils Policy and Strategy Meeting
held in Eidsvold Tuesday, 1 February 2011.
7

OFFICER’S COMMENTS/CONCLUSION

Information is provided for Council consideration. Only know Conference
and Training Sessions for June – August 2011. It may be prudent, given
the March 2012 Elections to maintain a component of the Councillor
training allocations for new member training and/or refresher training.
8


ATTACHMENTS
2011 Disaster Management Conference Brochure

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended:
1. That _____________ and/or _____________ be appointed as
delegates to the 2011 Disaster Management Conference to be held
in Bundaberg, 27 – 29 July 2011 with Council meeting the normal
cost of attendance.
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Disaster Management


for Local Government Conference 2011

The Race

to Resilience
Are we there yet?

27th – 29th July 2011
Bundaberg Civic Centre
190 Bourbong Street Bundaberg
SPONSORS

This conference is offset by Green Energy

204

Welcome to the Disaster Management for Local Government Conference 2011
It’s in times of adversity that the true mettle of individuals,
and communities, is tested. If we were to look for a silver
lining to the cloud of calamity that struck Queensland
earlier this year, it’s the way the community spirit that
has risen again and again.
Local government is at the heart of each community.
Local government was there before and during the
events, and is still there, working tirelessly rebuilding
their communities and striving to see them bounce
back even better than before.
This has been the most testing time for local
communities across Queensland. The statistics help
paint the overwhelming picture of the tasks that
will be with us for some time yet. Almost 90,000
kilometres of council roads were affected during
the January disasters. All of Queensland’s 73
councils were disaster-activated or declared.

The Disaster Management for Local Governments conference will
provide elected officials, senior managers and employees from
Queensland local governments with a unique forum to interact
with State politicians, policy makers, and practitioners to discuss
disaster management issues and solutions.
Our communities can continue to improve and grow and provide the
living standards, the well-being and the whole lifestyle that we as
Queenslanders know and love.
I look forward to catching up with you in Bundaberg.

Cr Paul Bell AM
President
Local Government Association of Queensland

Day 1: Wednesday 27th July – Technical Tours
Time

Sessions

10:45am – 11:15am Technical Tour Registration (for safety reasons this tour is only available to people 18 years of age and over)
11:30am – 4:00pm Technical Tours. Visit Bundaberg’s most important economic and infrastructure facilities. The tours will visit the
Bundaberg Rum Distillery and Bondstore to learn of the economic value, emergency management issues, security
and of course an opportunity to taste the local product. Bundaberg’s Port facility, which provides the gateway for
the distribution of local commodities and is a vital component of the local infrastructure, will provide a guided
tour and discuss disaster planning and preparedness issues. The tours will enjoy lunch at the Bundaberg Marina.
6:00pm - 9:00pm Welcome to Bundaberg Dinner
A great chance to eat well, drink (in moderation of course) and network with colleagues! Join us at the iconic
Bundaberg Botanical Gardens at Cafe 1928 which will include a tour of the Hinkler Hall of Aviation. Did you know
that Albert ‘Bert’ Hinkler, an Australian aviator, made the first solo flight from Britain to Australia in 1928?
Hosted by Bundaberg Regional Council, & supported by local SES Units - featuring displays of local emergency
management equipment and infrastructure.

Day 2: Thursday 28th July – Where are we on The Road to Resilience? (Main Program)
Time

Sessions

8:00am – 9:00am Registration and Trade Expo
9:00am – 9:15am Welcome to Conference
Cr Bob Abbot, Senior Vice President, LGAQ
9:15am – 9:30am Welcome to Bundaberg
Cr Lorraine Pyefinch, Mayor, Bundaberg Regional Council
9:30am – 10:00am Welcome from the Premier
Hon Anna Bligh MP, Premier and Minister for Reconstruction (invited)
10:00am – 10:25am Sprint Session I
Limber up for a sprint through issues such as NDRRA and the NDRP including policy updates and case studies.
Mr Michael Dickinson – Disaster Management Alliance Senior Advisor, LGAQ (confirmed)
Mr Scott Leonard – Natural Disaster Resilience Program Senior Advisor, LGAQ (confirmed)
10:25am – 10:55am Morning Tea
Rules Session I
10:55am – 11.40am Marathon Session I
For those with the stamina for the long distance issues,
join us for a discussion covering climate change and the
new State Hazard Assessment.
Office of Climate Change Representative (invited)
EMQ Representative (invited)

A look at some of the constraints and equipment on
the Road to Resilience including: National Strategy
for Disaster Resilience (and the State implementation
plan), and Community Indicators Queensland
framework.
Mr Jim McGowan - Director General, Department of
Community Safety (confirmed)
Assoc. Prof. Geoffrey Woolcock – Urban Research
Program, Griffith University (invited)
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Time

Sessions

11:40am – 12:10pm Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QldRA)
Now five months into their task, is the QldRA meeting its objectives and what are the challenges facing this unique
organisation?
Mr Graeme Newton - Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Reconstruction Authority (invited)
12:10pm – 12:20pm Sponsor Presentation
12:20pm – 1:20pm Lunch
1:20pm – 2:55pm That was the season that was - Panel Session and Facilitated Discussion on the extraordinary run of natural
disasters since September 2010
Not so much a sharing of war stories but a constructive look at a very long run of activations and how we managed.
We will draw on the experiences of the panel to review how the new disaster management arrangements worked,
any coordination issues, how the utilities responded, and how we can better prepare for 2011-2012.
Panel Members:
Cr Lorraine Pyefinch - Mayor, Bundaberg Regional Council (confirmed)
Mr Jim McGowan - Director General, Department of Community Safety (confirmed)
Commissioner Lee Johnson – Commissioner Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (confirmed)
Chief Superintendent Alistair Dawson, Queensland Police Service (invited)
Mr Bruce Grady – Assistant Director General, Emergency Management Queensland (confirmed)
Mr Terry Brennan – Chief Executive Officer, Cassowary Coast Regional Council (invited)
Mr Justin Fitzgerald, Executive General Manager, Customer And Stakeholder Engagement, Ergon Energy
Representative (Confirmed)
Panel Facilitator:
Mr Greg Hoffman PSM – General Manager Advocate, LGAQ (confirmed)
2:55pm – 3:00pm Sponsor Presentation
3:00pm – 3:30pm Afternoon Tea
3:30pm – 4:10pm From Across the Ditch
A presentation from the Mayor of Christchurch, Bob Parker, on the response and recovery from two major
earthquakes in five months.
Cr Bob Parker, Mayor, Christchurch City Council (invited)
4:10pm – 4:20pm Sponsor Presentation
4:20pm – 5:00pm Marathon Session II
Round out the marathon with a look at the review of
State Planning Policy (SPP) 1/03 Mitigating the Adverse
Impacts of Flood, Bushfire and Landslide, the Marine
Pollution Response Guidelines, and other code changes in
the works.
Department of Community Safety Policy Representative
(invited)

Rules Session II
This session will discuss doctrine and policy changes
that affect councils and LDMGs as well as a progress
report on disaster management training in Queensland.
QPS Representative (invited)
EMQ Representative (invited)

Ms Nerissa Bartlett (Principal Manager) & Mr Don
Bletchly (General Manager, Emergency Management),
Department of Transport & Main Roads (invited)
5:00pm Close of Day 2
7:30pm – Late Conference Dinner
Speaker Syd Heylen Jr
Syd Heylen Jnr is quickly becoming one of the most in demand corporate comedians in Australia. With his sharp
wit, warm persona, and ability to interact with his audience, Syd has earned himself a reputation as one of the
funniest and most professional comedians around.
As a polished stand up comedian with over 20 years experience and Winner of the prestigious MO Award, Syd
combines his observational wit with a relaxed comedic style that is guaranteed to elicit an enthusiastic response
from any audience. Syd is equally at home as a Master of Ceremonies with a humorous edge, or as a featured
speaker and stand up comedian.

Day 2: Thursday 28th July – Partner’s Relaxing Day Out (Partners Program)
Time

(for safety reasons this tour is only available
to people 18 years of age and over)

Sessions

9:00am – 4:00pm Enjoy a “Relaxing Day Out” with Bundaberg Regional Council. Have morning tea by the sea at beautiful Woodgate
Beach, followed by a visit to the historic township of Childers. You’ll be given a guided tour of the Backpacker
Memorial and Art Gallery and fascinating Old Pharmacy, with plenty of time for shopping (the handbag shop
is irresistible!) and the Bakers Military Museum (optional extra). Lunch and wine tasting will be served at the
magnificent Vintner’s Secret Winery and then you can sit back and relax and enjoy the journey home through the
cane fields.
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Day 3: Friday 29th July – A Practical Guide to get you down the Road to Resilience
Time

Sessions

8:30am – 9:00am Trade Expo
9:00am – 9:10am Sponsor Presentation
9:10am – 10:25am A collection of Good Ideas.
A series of short presentations describing some of the good work being done to improve resilience in Queensland
with time for questions.
Harden Up – Green Cross Australia. A one-stop website designed to enhance community resilience through
improved awareness and preparation. Mara Bun, Chief Executive Officer, Green Cross Australia (invited).
REDiPlan – Redland City Council. An award winning program to improve resilience in aged care facilities through
implementation of the Red Cross REDiPlan. Jennifer Schoof, Community Development Officer, Redland City
Council (invited).
Step Up – Volunteering Queensland. The Step Up Program is a combination of six projects with a focus on
building community resilience to natural disasters by empowering a diverse range of community stakeholders
with the necessary knowledge, tools and resources to build community self-reliance. Julie Molloy, ManagerSocial Engagement Initiatives, Volunteering Queensland (invited).
Complex Systems Framework for Predicting Extreme Weather Events – C & R Consulting Pty Ltd. A project
that aims to develop a framework for modelling and predicting extreme weather events. Geoffrey Kavanagh,
Central Queensland Manager, C & R Consulting Pty Ltd (invited).
Flood Mitigation and Community Awareness, Gemfields Community – Central Highlands Regional Council. An
effective project that included the installation of self-explanatory flood markers with flood line, height and date
to inform tourists of all nationalities camping in declared fossicking areas along Retreat Creek at the Gemfields.
Representative from Central Highlands Regional Council (invited).
Facilitator - Mr Scott Leonard – Natural Disaster Resilience Program Senior Advisor, LGAQ (confirmed)
10:25am –10:40am Sponsor Presentation
10:40am – 11:10am Morning Tea
11:10am – 11:50am The Flood Commission of Inquiry
Many members will have experienced the Commission of Inquiry first hand through submissions, statements, and
hearings. With the first report almost ready for publication, this session will provide a summary of the inquiry so
far and what we can expect from the interim report.
Mr Greg Hoffman PSM – General Manager Advocate, LGAQ (confirmed)
11:50am – 12:10pm Local Government Disaster Services Pty Ltd
A presentation on LGAQ’s newest service to help members manage disaster recovery work.
Mr Brent Reeman – General Manager Advance, LGAQ (confirmed)
12:10pm – 12:30pm From the State Disaster Coordinator
Some thoughts from the man who was the State Disaster Coordinator through the worst season on record and
some views for the future of the disaster management system.
Deputy Commissioner Ian Stewart, Queensland Police Service (invited)
12:30pm – 12:45pm Conference Close
Cr Paul Bell AM, President, LGAQ (confirmed)

Venue and Dates:
Bundaberg Civic Centre, 190 Bourbong Street Bundaberg
27-29 July 2011

Accommodation: (GST Inclusive)
Please refer to our website www.lgaq.asn.au under
Events, Disaster Management Conference 2011.

Conference Registration: (GST Inclusive)

Conference Enquiries:

Full Registration

Bron Browning, Event Coordinator LGAQ, Ph: (07) 3000 2220 Fax:
(07) 3252 4473 email: bron_browning@lgaq.asn.au

$ 770
$ 1000

Council/State Government
Corporate

Day Registration

Council/State Government
Corporate
Council/State Government
Corporate

Thursday only
Thursday only
Friday only
Friday only

$
$
$
$

440
600
330
500

Includes: Presentations and workshop papers, delegate satchel
containing conference program and exhibitor material.

Functions: (GST Inclusive)
Technical Tour
Partner’s Relaxing Day Out
Dinner

$ 50.00
$ 39.00
$ 100.00

Please refer to registration cancellation policies on
www.lgaq.asn.au when making your registration.

Exhibition Enquiries:
Carolyn McSweeney, Trade and Liaison LGAQ, Ph: 0437 822 142 Fax:
07 3252 4473 email: carolyn_mcsweeney@lgaq.asn.au

Register online at www.lgaq.asn.au under Events, 2011
Disaster Management Conference on the home page.

local government
association
of queensland:
25 Evelyn Street, Newstead
PO Box 2230,
Fortitude Valley BC Qld 4006
Phone: (07) 3000 2220
Fax: (07) 3252 4473
Email: bron_browning@lgaq.asn.au
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CEO 6

NATURAL DISASTER RESILIENCE
PROGRAMME

Responsible Officer: Mark Pitt – CEO
Report prepared by: Mark Pitt – CEO

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with advice on a joint
application for the current round of the Natural Disaster Resilience
Programme.
2

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

Applications for the Natural Disaster Resilience Programme are due by
30 June 2011. A joint application is proposed with Bundaberg Regional
Council.
3

CORPORATE PLAN

In accordance with Outcome 1 Community Infrastructure and Disaster
Management – Item 1.5 Disaster Management.
4

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Reference is made to Council’s previous decisions in regard to
attendance at events. For the coming calendar year, all known
conferences are being listed to develop a draft programme for
attendance.
5

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The previous joint regional application under this programme was fully
funded and has lead to the installation of the Guardian Software to assist
with future Natural Disaster management.
6

RISK MANAGEMENT

Increase capacity to deal with natural disasters and greater community
empowerment through such events.
7

OPTIONS FOR COUNCIL TO CONSIDER

Consider this report and make a decision to either attend or submit or
decline the opportunity for a joint submission.
8

CONSULTATION

The application was raised at the NBRC LDMG meeting and was
supported by this group. A future Wardens programme was also raised
at the recent Natural Disaster Strategic Alliance meeting. A programme
similar to this has been raised in several areas following the debrief
meetings from the recent flooding.
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9

OFFICER’S COMMENTS/CONCLUSION

A joint application stands a greater chance of success for this
programme. The joint application also ensures a greater consistency
Bundaberg Regional Council will be applying for funding under NDRP for
the Wardens Project – a system where one person from one person in
the selected township/region will report as the ‘eyes and ears’ back to
Bundaberg using radios. It is understood that some councils have used
members of the Rural Fire Brigade as wardens, however, it is suggested
that the joint application not proceed with this method as it is highly likely
that during a time of disaster the Rural Fire Brigade will have other
significant responsibilities and their is overlapping membership between
the volunteer groups involved.
The application supports the recently established
established and is recommended for support.
9

sub-groups

ATTACHMENTS

Correspondence dated 21 April 2011 - Doc ID 122400
RECOMMENDATION
That North Burnett Regional Council supports a joint application with
Bundaberg Regional Council for the Wardens Project through the
Natural Disaster Resilience Programme
Or
That Council receive the report and note the information.
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Queensland
Government

Office ofthe

Director-General
File No:
Ref No:

(ODGl03/0263/P2)
(02480-2011)

Departmentof

community

safety

Mr Mark Pitt
Chief Executive Officer
North Burnett Regional Council
PO Box 390

GAYNDAH

QLD

4625

Dear Mr Pitt

Natural
The Honourable

Services

has now

Disaster

Resilience

Neil Roberts MP, Minister for Police, Corrective
opened Round 3 (2011-12) of the NDRP.

I write to invite you to submit one or
community resilience in your region.
the Queensland and Commonwealth

As you may be
successful,
Disaster

with

(NDRP) Round

Program

aware

more

Management

The NDRP

is

competitive

a

(2011-12)

Services

for NDRP funding

proposals

more

3

and Emergency

to enhance

grants program funded

by

Governments.

NDRP Round 1 (2009-10)and NDRP Round 2 (2010-11) were
than 100 projects funded.

very

Alliance

The NDRP is administered
by the Department of Community Safety (DCS) via the Disaster
Management Alliance, which is a partnership between DCS and the Local Government
Association of Queensland (LGAQ).
Through

the Disaster Management Alliance, DCS is committed to assisting key community
stakeholders to build local resilience to the negative impacts of natural disasters such as
flood, storm surge and cyclone, severe
storm and bushfire.
NDRP

Objectives

and Priorities

The NDRP vision is to: "reduce Queensland communities'
vulnerability to natural hazards
local
to
build
community resilience".
supporting
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and other stakeholders
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ABN 19 823 962 345
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The NDRP achieves

this vision through

?

reducing

?

supporting

community

community

community

vulnerability

promoting

self-reliance;
innovation through

?

supporting

volunteering;

?

encouraging
potential
ensuring

-

number of strategies:

to natural hazards;

stakeholders

?

?

a

2

build community

building partnerships

regional or catchment area approach
impacts due to climate change; and
NDRP funding is used in an efficient way.
a

resilience
between

and increase

sectors;

to mitigation and

A specific priority for NDRP is to encourage a resilience building approach that
incorporates learnings from the natural disasters experienced by Queenstand
throughout the recent summer
period. NDRP Round 3 funding will target:
?

?

?

natural hazard risks, particularly flooding, storm surge
and cyclone but also including severe
storm and bushfire;
projects enhancing community preparedness for natural events through

Queensland's

greatest

community education and awareness
raising, and
increase
disaster
that
across
resilience
sectors.
projects

and multi-regional resilience projects, and projects that show strong
partnerships with other sectors, such as the private sector and not-for-profit sector,
I encourage you to consider community resilience projects that involve
are preferred.
in your region. This is an
partnering with a number of other local governments
important mechanism to address natural hazard risk, which often does not respect
boundaries and borders.
Region-wide

Existing coastal natural hazard management and land use planning and development
regimes, instruments, and processes play an important role in building community
resilience by mitigating natural hazard and climate change risks. Wherever possible,
NDRP proposals should be consistent with, and build on, these policies.
Boosting

Support

to Our Volunteers

Given the importance

in disaster and emergency preparedness,
of volunteers
response and recovery, the Round 2 focus on projects that build local emergency
service volunteer capability will continue. Applications are invited from local
focussed on improving the attraction, retention, training, and
governments
recognition of local volunteers who assist their communities to prepare for, respond
from natural disasters.
to, and recover

that wish to build
are also invited from local volunteer
organisations
I encourage you
capacity and capability leading to enhanced community resilience.
in your local area, including your
to consider partnering with volunteer organisations
for locations
nearest Regional Volunteer Resource Centre (see www.volqld.orq.au
Applications

and contact

details).
.../3
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How to Apply
For further information

on

the NDRP, please visit the following

website:

www.communitysafety.ald.gov.aulndrp/.
NDRP Round 3 closes
emqqrants

on

30 June 2011.

Applications

may be submitted

via email to

subsidies@dcs.ald.gov.au.

For assistance in preparing your application, please contact Mr Michael Dickinson,
Disaster Management Alliance Project Officer, LGAQ, via email at

dmalliance@lgaq.asn.au.
Yours

sincerely

o weanne

i re

to

ra

I
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DOCS 01
06.2010
AUDIT COMMITTEE POLICY AND TERMS OF REFERENCE
File:
Responsible Officer:
Report prepared by:
1

12 – Financial Management
Les Hotz – Director of Corporate Services
Justin Kronk – Manager Financial Services

PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to present to council an updated Audit Committee Policy
and Audit Committee Terms of Reference.
2

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

Under the requirements of the Local Government Act 2009 council is required to
establish an audit committee to monitor and review Council’s financial operations and
to provide recommendations of areas that could improve council financial reporting
and transparency.
3

CORPORATE/OPERATIONAL PLAN

In accordance with Outcome 3 – Organisation Ability, Section:
3.4

Transparency and Performance

4

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Adoption of the updated policy and Terms of Reference will provide the basis for the
Audit Committee Establishment.
5

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Section 105 of the Local Government Act 2009 requires each large local government
to establish an audit committee. The Local Government (Finance, Plans and
Reporting) Regulation 2010 provides the fundamentals necessary for the setting up
of an audit committee for large local governments and the definition of a large local
government – that is, Local Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal
Category 3 and above. The South Burnett Regional Council is classified under
Category 4 and is therefore required to establish an audit committee.
Chapter 3 Part 10 Section 159 of the Local Government (Finance, Plans and
Reporting) Regulation 2010 specifies the composition of the audit committee, the
conduct of meetings and reporting responsibilities. The committee composition must
be at least 3 but not more than 6 members. Council must appoint 2 Councillors as
members and at least 1 member of the audit committee should have significant
experience and skills in financial matters. The CEO cannot be a voting member of
the committee.
The Audit Committee Policy indicates the committee’s authority and oversight
function in reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness and objectivity of the internal
audit and risk management functions. It also stipulates the committee’s reporting
responsibility to Council. The specific responsibilities and the manner in which the
Audit Committee will operate are stipulated in the Audit Committee Terms of
Reference.
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6

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The most significant cost of the function of the audit committee will be the
remuneration of the external member of the committee. An allocation has been
included in the preliminary operational budget for the 2011-2012 financial year.
7

RISK MANAGEMENT

The establishment of an audit committee will provide another layer of assurance for
the preparation of the Council’s Financial Statements and risk associated with these
statements and the operations of Council.
8

CONSULTATION

Discussion have taken place including senior finance staff and Council CEO and also
with guidance from Council’s contract auditor.
9
OPTIONS FOR COUNCIL TO CONSIDER
Council is given a recommendation to adopt this policy and terms of reference but is
able to make amendments to the policy if desired.
10

OFFICER’S COMMENTS/RECCOMENDATION

That in accordance with s105 of Local Government Act 2009
1. Council approve the:
a. Audit Committee Policy
b. Audit Committee Terms of Reference
2. Council establish an Audit Committee composed of :
a. 2 Councillors appointed by Council. and Cr Jensen to be appointed as
Committee Chairperson and Cr___________ be appointed as Councillor
Representative.
b. 1 external non public sector member with significant financial expertise to
be recruited
That the Chief Executive Officer, Director of Corporate Services, Manager
Finance and Information Services be required to attend meetings as
permanent attendees with no voting rights.
11

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 is the Audit Committee Policy
Attachment 2 is the Audit Committee Terms of Reference

That the Financial Report as presented, be received as information.
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Audit Committee Policy

Policy Title:

Appointment of Audit Committee

Policy No:
Policy Subject:

109
Audit Committee

Directorate:
Department:

Finance & Information Services
Financial Operations

Responsible Officer:
Authorised by:

Manager of Finance Services
North Burnett Regional Council

Adopted Date:
Review Date:
Authorities:

Local Government Finance Standard 2005

POLICY STATEMENT
This policy has been formulated to meet the requirements of Section 105 of the Local Government
Act 2009 regarding the establishment of an audit committee.

SCOPE
This policy and the attached Audit Committee Terms of Reference will apply to Council’s elected
members, employees and external representatives appointed to the Audit Advisory Committee.
The scope of responsibilities of the committee includes an oversight function for the following
aspects of Council’s activities:
Internal controls and policies
Financial management and reporting
Internal audit
External audit
Governance processes
Risk management
Legislative compliance
Operational efficiency and performance

POLICY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this policy are to:


establish an audit committee that reviews the integrity of financial documents, monitors the
internal audit and risk management functions and oversees the effectiveness and
objectivity of internal audit and risk management



provide a framework in which the Audit Committee would operate;



demonstrate Council’s commitment to open and accountable governance;



comply with legislative requirements
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BACKGROUND AND/OR PRINCIPLES
Council acknowledges and will abide by the requirement of s105 of Local Government Act 2009
and the provisions of s157 to 160 of the Local Government (Finance, Plans and Reporting)
Regulation 2010 regarding the establishment of an Audit Committee that will assist Council in
obtaining assurance that internal control and risk management functions are operating effectively
and reliably.
POLICY DETAILS
Authority
The main responsibility for financial and risk reporting, governance, compliance with legislation,
standards and ethical requirements within Council rest with management. The Committee has
only an oversight function and therefore exercises a monitoring and assessment role. Close
coordination with management is needed in carrying out the Committee’s duties and
responsibilities
The Terms of Reference set out the specific responsibilities delegated by Council to the Audit
Committee and details the manner in which the committee will operate.
Independence and access
The Audit Committee will closely coordinate with management, the external auditor, the internal
auditor and risk management coordinator in carrying out its responsibilities. The primary
responsibility for financial reporting, governance and control processes, compliance with legislation
and ethics within Council rests with management. The Audit Committee only has a review and
monitoring role over these functions.
The Audit Committee will have unrestricted access to all Council information, documents, assets
and personnel for the purpose of conducting or authorising investigations within the scope of its
responsibility and be provided with adequate resources in the fulfillment of its oversight function.
Due care and diligence
The committee will assist Council in the performance of its ‘due care and diligence’ duties related
to the efficient and effective delivery of Council services. The Committee may initiate special
investigations as necessary or as directed by Council in relation to matters specified in this policy.
Reporting responsibility
The Audit Committee shall report to Council and provide recommendations regarding the
improvement of internal control systems and risk management. It shall review the annual internal
audit plan and the risk management policy and framework to ensure that control measures are in
place to minimise material business risks.
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government (Finance, Plans and Reporting) Regulation 2010
Financial Accountability Act 2009
ASSOCIATED PROCEDURES AND RELATED POLICIES
Audit Committee Terms of Reference
Internal Audit Policy
Internal Audit Terms of Reference
Risk Management Policy – (for preparation)
DATE REVIEWED
This policy was reviewed and revised April 2011
This supersedes Policy adopted 17 March 2010; Minute Number 2831
NEXT REVIEW
The policy is to be reviewed by June 2012
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Audit Committee

Terms of Reference
Table of Contents
1.
2.
3.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Local Government Act 2009 requires the set-up of an efficient and effective internal audit
function and the establishment of an audit committee. In compliance with legislation, Council has
instituted the set up of an Audit Committee (the Committee) to oversee the organisation’s internal
audit function and risk management process.

2. OBJECTIVE
The main purpose of the Committee is to provide advisory services to Council in the effective
performance of its responsibilities related to internal audit and risk management as prescribed
under the Local Government Act 2009, the Local Government (Finance, Plans and Reporting)
Regulation 2010 and other relevant legislation, standards and requirement. The Audit Committee
Terms of Reference specifies the role, responsibilities and authority of the Committee.

3. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Audit Committee’s primary duties are:


Provide reasonable assurance that the organisation’s strategic objectives are realised and
achieved through effective and efficient measures within the standard framework of internal
control and risk management



Oversee the internal audit and risk management functions to enhance Council’s
governance, internal control systems and decision making processes



Monitor and review the integrity of financial documents



Monitor the implementation of the risk management plan and strategy to ascertain that
control measures are adopted to manage significant operational risks



Promote transparency, integrity and ethical conduct within the whole of Council



Ensure that adequate resources are allocated for the efficient and effective performance of
internal audit and risk management functions.

Other key responsibilities of the Committee related to:
External Audit


Monitor or review Council’s compliance with legislation regarding financial reporting
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Review the draft audited financial statements prior to approval by Council with focus on any
external audit comments related to significant changes in accounting policies and
procedures, departure from accounting standards or major audit adjustments



Review of management response to external auditor’s recommendation and extent of
implementation.

Internal Audit


Review through internal audit the adequacy of the internal control structure and systems,
including information technology security and control



Ensure that internal audit activities are performed in accordance with the International
Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing and the Internal Audit Policy
and Terms of Reference.



Review the internal audit progress report, the significant internal audit recommendations
and monitor management’s response and corresponding implementation



Monitor the extent of external auditors’ reliance on internal audit work to facilitate
completeness of audit coverage and maximisation of resources



Assess and monitor the effectiveness, independence and objectivity of internal audit.
Risk Management



Ensure that risk management processes are conducted in accordance with the AS/NZS
ISO 31000:2009 Risk management – Principles and guidelines



Review and monitor the effectiveness of the risk assessment/management process in
identifying, monitoring and managing significant business risks



Ascertain whether fraud risks have been incorporated in the assessment of Council’s risk
profile



Ensure that written records or registers are maintained that state the operational risks
Council is exposed to and the extent these are relevant to financial management; the
control measures adopted to manage these risks.



Review emerging risk issues, significant risk incidents and corresponding outcomes.

4. MEMBERSHIP
The Committee will be composed of 3 voting members. Council will appoint 2 Councillors as
members, one of whom shall be appointed by Council as the Audit Committee Chairperson. The
other member will be external and independent to Council. The external member is expected to
possess significant financial experience and expertise. Council can at any time appoint a stand-in
or replacement Councillor member to the Audit Committee. The external member is appointed on
the basis of personal qualities and skills and a proxy is not permitted if the external member is
unable to attend meetings. External member terms and conditions shall be disclosed in the Letter
of Appointment.
The Chief Executive Officer, Director for Finance and Business, Director for Community and
Corporate Governance, Manager Finance Planning, Manager Corporate Governance and Risk
Management Coordinator are required to attend meetings as permanent attendees with no voting
rights.
The Committee may invite other Council Officers to attend meetings as necessary.
A sub-committee may be created for the specific review and monitoring of particular internal audit
or risk projects.
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5. MEETINGS
Notice of meetings


The Committee will meet quarterly each financial year. The date, time and venue of the
meeting will be set by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in consultation with the Committee
Chairperson. The agenda will be prepared by Corporate Governance and circulated
among members and attendees at least 5 working days before the meeting.



A special meeting may be called by the CEO if requested to do so by any Committee
Member, the External Auditor, the Internal Auditor or Risk Management Coordinator



The terms of reference also provide the opportunity for Committee Members to meet with
Internal and/or External Auditors or the Risk Management Coordinator without
management involvement.

Quorum


A quorum shall consist of at least half of the members of the committee or at least two
voting members.

Report


The Corporate Services Unit shall provide secretarial functions and prepare a written
report about the matters reviewed during the meeting and corresponding committee
recommendations. This report will be provided to Council during its next meeting and
Committee Members, permanent and invited attendees to the particular meeting within one
week from the date of the meeting



The CEO must present the report at the next Council meeting.

6. ETHICAL CONDUCT
Committee members must exercise transparency, integrity, honesty, objectivity and ethical conduct
in the fulfilment of their duties and responsibilities. Members must ensure confidentiality, exercise
prudence, care and due diligence in the handling of Council information acquired in the course of
their duties.
Members must immediately declare to the Chairperson any interest that may represent a real,
potential or apparent conflict of interest related to their committee membership. In case of a
conflict of interest involving the Chairperson, declaration to the Chief Executive Officer is required.
The declaration must be made on appointment to the committee and in relation to specific agenda
items at the outset of each committee meeting and be updated as necessary.

7. TRAINING
The Committee Members will be provided formal and/or informal training necessary for the
effective performance of their duties and responsibilities. Familiarisation of Council’s operational
environment, organisational practices and culture shall form part of members’ training.

8. COMMITTEE EVALUATION
The Committee will conduct an annual self assessment to evaluate its performance and ensure the
efficient and effective achievement of objectives. The assessment will confirm that all duties and
responsibilities indicated in these terms of reference have been performed. The Chairperson will
take necessary action to ensure that enhancements and recommendations highlighted in the
assessment are properly implemented.
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9. RELATED POLICIES
Audit Committee Policy
Internal Audit Policy
Risk Management Policy

10. REVIEW DATE
The Audit Committee Terms of Reference will be reviewed June 2012
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